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Every branch of science has mad.e rem:::1.rkable adYances 
during the last seYeral decades. However, in my opinion, 
the adYancement of electrical machine design methods has 
not kept pace. The present schemes for design of electri-
cal machinery are based upon intelligent comparison of' 
empirical data~ 11he advances made in electrical machine 
design methods are mostly refinements in the empirical re·-
lations. Un:t'ortunatel~r, .most of the people whose ex_perience 
and knowledge would entitle them to speak with authority on 
this subject are deterred from publishing by commercial rea-· 
sons. While it is true that E3. comparatively small group of 
engineers may be concerned with such design work, the philos-
ophy and technique of approach could be of -interest to an 
entire profession which is so profoundly influenced by the 
designer 7 s vv-ork. 
For several years, I have been greatly interested in the 
art and science of polyphase induction motor design. This 
interest was intensified when my adviser, Professor C~ F. 
Ca.meron, suggested the separation of the components of the 
D2L equation of polyphase induction motor design as a poss-
ible topic for a thesis~ This thesis is a result of an in-
-v-estigation of the separation of the components and a stud:r 
of the influence of the_air gap on the operating power factor. 
I wish to express my appreciation for the friendly advice, 
encouragement, and discerning criticism of Professor Cameron 
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in all of my activities leading up to and the :preparrJtion 
of this thesiso In addition, I am indebted to him for the 
use of .many technical papers and notes he has collected on 
design procedures and the subject of leakage reactance! 
To mention all of the people that have helped me in my 
program at Oklahoma AQ and Mo College would be an endless 
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like to take this opportunity to thank you, the American 
taxpayer, for the financial assistance given me through the 
Go Io Bill of Rightso Also, I wish to thank the admini$tra-
- .. . . 
tion of New Mexico College of Ao and Mo AQ for granting me 
a sabbatical leave during the 1954-55 academic yearo 
In addition, I wish to express my appreciation to Pro= 
fessor Ae Naeter, Dre H. L. Jones~ Dr. L. Wayne Johnson, and 
Professor H. G~ Thuesen for their comments and assistance; 
to Miss~. M. Graves and her library staff for their assist-
ance; to Mr. A. Po Juhlin for obtaining articles not in the 
Oklahoma A., and M. College Library; and to Mrs e Sara :Preston 
for her excellent job of typing this thesis in its final 
form., I also wish to express my sincere appreciation to 
Professor David L. John$on for his detailed reading of this 
.material and suggestions on style and arrangement. Last 
but not least, I wish to thank my wife, Helen, for arranging 
my household duties so that they would not interfere with my 
work and for her assistance in preparing the manuscript. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE D2L EQUATION 
Nearly all of the present-day design procedures for 
the design of polyphase induction motors require, as one 
of the first steps, the determination of D2L, where Dis 
the outside diameter of the armature in inches and Lis 
the gross axial length of the armature core in inches. 
DERIVATION OF THE D2L EQUATION 
The output of a polyphase induction motor, expressed 
in horsepower, is 
where 
hp= output in horsepower 
V1 = motor phase voltage in volts 
I1 = motor phase current in amperes 
cos Q = power factor 
n = number of phases 
'?=efficiency 
(1) 
In order to make this formula useful in determining 
the leading dimensions of a machine, certa'in" substitutions 
must be made. 
A sine-wave flux distribution is generally assumed for 
an induction motor, because the distributed stator winding 
produces an air-gap flux wave which is very nearly sinusoidal. 
1 
2 
On this assumption, the phase voltage, Vi, in the expression 
for the horsepower output can be expressed as 
where 
v1 = 2.22 kw f ¢ Z 10-8 volts 
kw= the winding factor 
f = the frequendy in cycles per second 
¢=the total flux per pole in lines 
Z = the total number of inductors in 
series per phase 
For an induction motor, 





P = the number of poles 
N8 = the synchronous speed in rpm 
¢ _ B" 'M'D L 
g p 
B" = the average value of the flux density g 




Substituting Equations (3) and (4) into Equation (2), 
one obtains 
p N ... 
V1 - 2.22 (120s) (Bg DPL kw z 10-8) 
= 5.81 Ns Bg D L kwZ 10-lO ( 5) 
3 
A quantity q is generally used in dynamo design. It 
is defined as the ampere-conductors per inch of air-gap 
periphery. Thus 
q = n Z I1 
'Tr' D 
( 6) 
Solving for I 1 , 
q 1i D 
I1 = n Z ( 7 ) 
The substitution of Equations (5) and (7) into the ex-
pression for the horsepower output yields 
Hence 
hp = (5 81 N B" D L k Z 10-10) (qrrD) .!L!2.. cos Q • s g w n z 746 
- ~Bit O q7 ..J;l,N.-:;fFP ..... l.:;0~1-1 __ ~ 
g . s kw~ cos Q ( 8) 
This expression is commonly known as the n2L equation 
and as the output equation. It is the basic equation of 
polyphase induction motor design. 
USE OF THE D2L EQUATION 
The output equation is actually a measure of the 
physical volume of the machine. By methods which will be 
discussed later, it can be separated into its two components 
D and L. 
In order to use this equation in the beginning design 
of a polyphase induction motor, the various factors on the 
right-hand side of the equation must first be approximated 
before n2L can be evaluated. These factors will be considered 
one at a time to show how they are generally determined. 
4 
Horsepower. The term hp, the horsepower output of the 
motor, will, of course, be the desired horsepower output bf 
the machine at full load. 
Synchronous Speed. The synchronous speed, Ns, will be 
slightly higher numerically than the full-load speed of the 
motor. The actual value is determined by the frequency of 
the supply voltage and the number of poles. l§ee Equation 
( 3 ~-
Winding Factor. The winding factor, kw, is 1:cnown only 
after a suitable number of slots and the type of winding have 
been chosen. In America, double-layer windings are used for 
all but the very small sizes. All remarks will refer to the 
double-layer winding. By definition, the winding factor is 
equal to the product of the distribution factor, kd, and 
the pitch factor, kpo 
The value of the distribution factor at fundamental fre-
quency for any arrangement of slots and windings can be deter-
mined from 
in which 
_ sin (n8 d./2) 
kd ns sin (~/2) 
ns - the number of slots per pole per phase 
~ = the number of electrical degrees between 
adjacent slots 
( 9 ) 
With full-pitch, three-phase windings the distribution factor 
will have one of the values shown in Table I. 
5 







TABLE I 1 
DISTRIBUTION FACTORS 
FOR THREE-PHASE WINDINGS 














If the coil span, in electrical degrees, is symbolized 
by~. then the pitch factor at the fundamental frequency can 
be found from 
kp = sin + (10) 
Table II lists pitch factors for three-phase stator windings 
having 3 to 15 slots per pole and coil spans of 180 to 120 
electrical degrees. 
Power Factor. The curves of Figure 1 can be used to 
estimate the probable full-load power factor of a three-
phase induction motor. The usual full-load power factors ::: 
lie between the limits indicated by the dotted lines. In gen-
eral, the higher power factors apply to high-speed motors 
1Alfred Still and Charles s. Siskind, Elements of Elec-
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PITCH FACTORS FOR 
THREE-PHASE WINDINGS 
Coil span, f3 
.. -
160° 156° 150° 144° 
-~· 
0.966 .. ---- -,-· . - ----· 
0.985 
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2Ibid., p. 173. 
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Figure 1. Full-load power factors of t h ree-phase 





while the lower power factors apply to slow-speed machines. 
Efficienc.z. Figure 2 may be used to estimate the usual 
full-load efficiencies of three-phase induction motors. The 
higher efficiencies, indicated by the upper dotted curve, 
are characteristic of high-speed machines, while the lower 
efficiencies are generally obtained with slow-speed machines. 
Both Still and Siskind3 and Kuhlmann4 give tables of 
typical performance data for three-phase, 60-cycle, general-
purpose squirrel-cage and wound-rotor induction motors for 
voltages up to 600 volts. Rated horsepO"ivers from 1/2 to 200 
are tabulated for various full-load speeds. The values given 
are typical of the efficiency and povrer factor to expect at 
full load and provide the necessary data for plotting the 
curves of Figures 1 and 2. 
Flux Density. The value of Bg, the apparent average gap 
flux density over a pole pitch, is defined as 
where 
B" - .JL g - '1' L 
'1' = the pole pitch in inches 
As stated previously, a sine-wave distribution of flux is 
(11) 
generally assumed. On this assumption, the apparent maximum 
value of the air-gap flux density is 
B : (r1'/2)Bg 
g 
3Ibid., pp. 268-271. 
(12) 
4John H. Kuhlmann, Design of Electrical Apparatus (New 
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and the maximum tooth density over a tooth pitch is 
Bt = (ti/2) Bg; t (13) 
n 
wherein 
(\ = the tooth pitch 
t = the equivalent tooth vddth 
Ln - the net length of iron in the armature -
core 
all measured in inches. The ratio 1/Ln is sometimes 
referred to as the iron insulation factor. The value of 
Bg is limited by the permissible value of Bt; Bt should 
not be so high that magnetic s1::1.turation takes place in 
the teeth. High tooth densities result in high core losses 
and a large magnetizing current. Since the magnetizing cur-
rent lags the supply voltage by goo, it must be kept small if 
one is to obtain reasonable operating characteristics. Usual 
values for B; lie between the limits of 25,000 and 45,000 
lines per square inch. The higher values are for large-capa-
city, high-speed motors. For general-purpose motors, densi-
ties from 30i000 to 40,000 lines per square inch are very 
common. 
1-unpere-Conductors. The value of the ampere-conductors 
per inch of air-gap periphery, q, is a function of the num-
ber of phases, the number of conductors per phase, the air-
gap diameter, the leakage reactance, and the type of venti-
lation. Average values of q are given in Figure 3 for general-
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motors. 
5still and Siskind, p. 272. 
12 
voltages up to 2500 volts. The solid curve asymptotically 
approaches a value of 850 for motors of 1000 horsepower and 
larger. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EX.AMPLE 
To illustrate the application of the D2L equation and 
the accompanying curves and tables, suppose one wishes to 
determine, as an initial design step, the value of D2L, for 
a 50-,hp, 440-vol t, 60-cycle, 900-srpm, general-purpose three-
phase induction motor. 
From the specifications, the rated horsepower is 50, and 
the synchronous speed is 900 rpm. 
Something must be known about the winding before the "vind-
ing factor can be determined. The winding factor is the pro-
duct of the distribution factor and the pitch factor. For a 
machine with the ratings given, a winding having four slots 
per pole per phase is about right. Assuming a standard double-· 
layer frictional-pitch winding and arbitrarily choosing a coil 
pitch one slot short of full pitch, that is, a coil span of 165 
electrical degrees, one finds from Tables I and II that kd = 
0.958 and kp = 0.991, or kw= 0.95. 
Using Figures 1, 2, and 3, one finds the usual values of 
power factor, efficiency, and ampere-conductors per inch for 
this size motor to be 0.84, 88%, and 600, respectively. 
A typical value of flux density, B~, for this size of 
0 
motor is 30,000 lines per square inch. 
Applying Equation (8), the value of n21 is 
2 = 4.07 hP 1011 
D L B" ri N l{ . h cos G g '::i. s w '( 
_ (4.07) (50) 10;:1.1 
( 30, ooo) ("6o·o"rrmon·o. 950 J ( o. sa rro:-s4, 
- 1790 in.3 
13 
CHAPTER II 
CO:i\,TMON METHODS OF 
SEPARATING THE COMPONENTS OF THE D2L EciUATION 
Once the value of' D2L has been determined, a person is 
then faced with one of the most difficult problems of poly-
phase induction motor design, namely., the separation of D2L 
into its two components.1 D and L. 
Three of the most widely used books on the subject of 
electrical machine design are those written by. Gray, 1 Still 
and Siskind,2 and Kuhlmann.3 The methods these authors pro-
pose for determining the components of the D2L equation will 
be referred to as Gray's Method, Still 1 s Method, and Kuhl-
mann's Method, respectively~ 
GRAY'S METHOD 
Gray s ta te s : 4 
There is no simple method whereby D2L can be separated 
into its two components in such a way as to give the pest 
machine. The only satisfactory method is to assume differ-
ent sets of values, work out the design roughly for egch 
case, and pick out that which will give good operation at a 
reasonable cost. 
This book contains several examples pointing out the 
application of this methodo In one example,5 a preliminary 
lAlexander Gray, Electrical Machine Design (New York, 
1926). .. ... · · ·.· · 
2Alfred Still and Charles s. Siskind, Elements of Elec-
trical Machine Design (New York, 1954). . . 
3John H. Kuhlmann, ~sign of ElectricR.l Appaya tus {New 
York., 1950). · \ 
~-Gray, p. 39J. 
5 Ibid • , p • 3 96 • 
1.5 
design sheet is worked out for a three-phase , 75-hp, 900-srpm, 
s quirrel-cage induction motor having a va lue of n2L of 2180 
cubic inches. The t abulated figures indicate that a value of 
length approximately equal to the pole pitch was used as a 
center point in separ ating the components. That is, 
L = ~ = rr'D (14) 
p 
Substitution of this value of L into the n2L equation results 
in an expression involving D only. Gray's Method is to deter-
mine D and L und er this condition and then roughly design sev-
eral machines on each side of this va lue, i.~., by choosing 
s everal values of L greater than 1" and several values of L 
less than 'T'. For each of these s ets of values 9 he ·rouglil.ly 
determines the operating char acteristics and the possible costs. 
In this particula r example , air-gap diameters of 15, 17, 19, 21, 
and 23 inches a re used with corresponding lengths of 9.5, 7.5, 
6.0 , 5.0, and 4.0 i nches. Calculations show the 15-inch machine 
has the . l a r gest magnetizing current and , therefore, the lowest 
power factor , while the 23-inch machine ha s the smallest circle 
diagram diameter ( see Chapter III) and, therefore, the smallest 
overload capacity. Since shop conditions are not known, the 
costs of the ma chines cannot be i ntelligently compared although 
they will not vary appr eciably o:ver· t he range giNen . Gr ay cGn-
eludes tha t a s f a r a s ope r ation is concern ed the 19-inch dia-
meter will probably give the best all-arourld mabhine. 
Numerous other examples app ear using the same line of 
approa ch , namely , working out the performa nce of a group of 
16 · 
machines and the final selection of one of these on the basis 
of characteristics and cost. 
STILL'S METHOD 
In agreement with Gray, Still states:6 
It is not possible to lay down hard-and-fast rules 
regarding the relation of the diameter of the rotor (or 
stator) to the length measured parallel to the shaft. The 
number of poles is an important consideration and, for a 
definite relation between pole pitch and axial length, we 
would have Lo<.D/p, the condition for a sq_uare polar area 
being L = -r = rrD/p; but large variations are permissible .. 
It is obvious that, if we can decide upon a suitable value 
for either "t' or L, the other dimension is obtained from the 
output equation. 
Still's Method of separating the components is dependent 
on the fact that the pole pitch, -r, depends upon the horse-
power per pole. If machines. are considered on the basis qif 
the same horsepower output per pole, it is evident that the 
area of the air gap, (-rtimes L), would have to be larger 
for a low-frequency machine than for a high-frequency machine, 
because of the slower rate at which the conductors cut the 
flux. The peripheral velocity of the outer edge of the rotor 
must be kept within reasonable limits and must also be consid-
ered; however, the diameter is rarely determined on this basis. 
Typical values of "T' and peripheral velocity, v 1 , in 
feet per minute, found in commercial machines are given in 
Table III. This table is to be used only as a guide in decid-
ing on dimensions. In the sample designs worked out in the 
·&Still and Siskind, p. 274. 
17 
book, either Lor Dis rounded off to a whole number some-






TABLE rrr1 ·, 
APPROXIMATE USUAL VALUES OF POLE PITCH 
.AND PERIPHERAL VELOCITY 
f = 60 cps f - 25 -
v 9 ,:ftL_~in T, in. 'f, in. 
-
4 2,400 5 
.. 
5 3,000 6 1/4 








7 4,200 8 3/4 
8 4,800 10 -
9 5,400 11 1/4 -
10 6,000 12 1/2 
·-· 




13 7,800 16 
KDHLMANN'S METHOD 
The n2L equation can be rearranged, giving 
n2 L Ns _ 4.07 1011 
hp - Bg q kw f cos Q 
cps 












Expressed in this form, it is easily seen from observing 
the right-hand side of the equation that a series of constants 
18 
can be derived for various ratings and speeds which can be 
') 
used to calculate Di::.,L. Kuhlmann prefers to revv'ri te the out-
put equation in terms of the outside diameter of the stator 
rather than the gap diameter and the total stator length in-
stead of the length of the air-gap section. The output equa-
tion is written as 
where 
D0 = outside diameter of the stator in inches 
L 8 = total stator length in inches 
C = the output constant 
( 16) 
This particular form of the output equation serves as an 
aid in selecting the standard frame size for a given motor rat-
ing. 
Typical sets of curves from ,which the output constant, C ~ 
can be determined are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
The use of these curves results in the determination of 
D0 2 L-a• The gap diameter, D, is found from D0 with the aid of 
Table IV, which gives the ratio, r, of the stator outside dia-
meter to the gap diameter for various numbers of poles. 
Kuhlmann states:8 
For motors with large pole pitch the diameter and length 
are selected to give minimum cost, and for motors vdth small 
pole pitch the diameter and length are proportioned to give 
good power factor at reasonable co st o 
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RATIO OF ST.NrOR OUTSIDE DIAMETER TO GAP DIAMETER 
Poles r = D0 /D I"oles r = D0 /D 
2 1.85 to 1.95 10 1.23 to 1.27 
4 1.45 to 1.55 12 1.22 
6 1.35 to 1.43 14 1.20 
8 1.28 to 1.33 16 1.18 
According to Kuhlmann's Method, the ratio of stator core 
length to pole pitch, Ls/ T' , should be in the range from O. 60 
to 2.0. Since the pole pitch is equal to rrD/p, 
Ls = ( 'fiD/p) (0.60 to 2.0) (17) 
The output constants in Figures 4 and 5 are for Equation 
(16), which is in terms of the stator outside diameter 9 D0 • 
Using the values of r from Table IV, the stator core length in 
terms of the stator out side diameter is 
(18) 
Substituting Equation (18) into the modified output equation, 
Equation {16), one obtains 
= 0 J? C hp r rv·-------·--····-·-·--·-·- . ------
Do rl(6.60 to 2.0) NS 
Once D0 has been determined~ Ls can be found from 




Kuhlmann 9 s Method then consists of using Equation (19) 
to determine D0 • This value of D0 is then substituted into 
11rb · d __ i_.' p. 304. 
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Equation (20) to obtain the length, Ls• Thus, the n2L 
equation is easily separated into its components. The great-
est difficulty is the selection of a suitable value for the 
ratio of stator core length to pole pitch within the range 
from 0.60 to 2.0. 
GENERALIZ:E:D STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
With this brief background, a generalized statement can 
now be made of the purpose of this thesis. 
From the relations presented, th~ first point to be kept 
in mind is that the product of the square of the outside dia-
meter of the rotor and the gross axial length is a constant 
for certain factors on the righ.t-~and side of Equation (8). 
This is based on the supposition that the flux density, the 
ampere-conductors, the winding constant, the efficiency, and 
the power factor are independent of the diameter of the rotor. 
Usual values for these quantities are assumed in a rather 
arbitrary manner, leaving one 11 totally in the dark" as to how 
these quantities are obtained or how they are related to the 
performance of the machine. An experienced designer can de-
cide on suitable values. These decisions are based on judg-
ment and past experience; however, it does not follow that 
his values are the best for best performance. 
It is obvious that in designing a polyphase induction 
motor it may be built with a large diameter and short length 
or a small diameter and great length, and the output equation 
may still be satisfied. Undoubtedly there will be a great 
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difference in performance between two sucp. machines in which 
the diameters and lengths are selected at these two extremes. 
The selection of the mo st appropriate dimensions is of great 
importance ; however, this is not indicated in the output equa-
tion . 
From the discussion of the common methods of separating 
the components of the n2L equation, it is easily noted that 
the procedures are rather vague and indefinite, involving cut-
and-try processes~ 
This certainly points up the s tatement t hat i s commonly 
made in regard to electrical machine design, namely, that elec-
trical machine design is both an art and a science. The many 
decisions involved that rely on judgment and past experience 
make it an art. 
Present polyphase ~induction motor design methods are best 
summarized by Lloyd. He lists the s teps a s:1 2 
1. Select the proportions of the machine by more or 
less empirical methods. 
2* Calculate the constants and determine the performance. 
3. Incorrect performance results in the need for read-
justment by proportions , or, in some cases, complete 
redesign of the motor. 
This thesis will put the separation of the components on 
a sound engineering basis, where a general-purpose machine is 
to be des.igned when given the type · ot: slots, as is very often 
the case. Certainly no single mathematical .relation can be 
12 T. c. Lloyd , "Ma.chine Synthesis," Electrical Engineer-
ing, LXIX (November , 1950), 1001. 
derived, nor can absolutely definite relations for each of 
the various factors be given, but influences can be shown 
in many cases which will aid in the preliminary design. In 
addition, the effect of the length of the air gap will be 
investigated. 
Before presenting these items, a review of the equiva-
lent circuits and vector diagrams of polyphase induction 
motors (Chapter III) and the subject of machine reactances 
(Chapter IV) will be necessary. 
CHAPTER III 
VECTOR DIAGRAMS AND EQUIVALENT 
CIRCUITS OF TBE POLYPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR 
When an induction motor is running, losses occur in it 
which can be represented by in-phase currents, such as would 
be demanded by resistances, and magnetic effects represented 
by quadrature currents, such as would be demanded by react-
ances. It is thus possible to represent the machine by a 
network of resistances and reactances and to determine the 
performance of the machine from this network. Such a net-
work is termed the "equivalent circuit" of the machine. 
Some of these losses and effects are practically con-
stant and nearly independent of the load on the machine. 
These are represented by shunt circuits, and are most con-
spicuous when the machine is running llght without any loado 
Other losses and effects depend almost entirely upon the load 
and should be represented by components in series .. These are 
most important in a standstill test. 
The complete motor can be represented by very simple 
equivalent circuits. These circuits are similar to those 
of a transformer since an induction motor is simply an elec-
tric transformer whose magnetic circuit is separated by an 
air gap into two relatively movable portions, one carrying 
the primary and the other the secondary windings. Relative 
motion between the two structures is produced by.the electro-
magnetic forces corresponding to the power transferred across 
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the air gap by induction. In an induction motor, the flux 
is produced by the stator, or primary winding, which is 
located on the outer stationary part of the machine and to 
which the supply is connected, while the rotating inner 
part of the machine, the rotor, has spread on it a rotor 
or secondary winding. The rotor winding usually (1) is 
of a squirrel-cage type or (2) consists of a winding, the 
ends of which are brought out to an external circuit by 
means of slip rings. Machines having the first type of 
rotor are called squirrel-cage induction motors, and those 
of the second type are called wound-rotor induction motors. 
It is possible to design a motor so that the supply is con-
nected to a, winding on the rotating member; then the squir-
rel-cage or secondary winding would be constructed on the 
stator. The action would be the same. To avoid confusion 
in the discussion which follows, the assumption will be that 
the stator winding is connected to the supply, and hence is 
the primary. 
EMF AND CURRENT RELATIONS, GEJ\TERAL VECTOR DIAGRAM 
In the analysis of induction motors, it is assumed that 
the voltage, v1 , impressed upon each phase of the primary 
winding, is purely sinusoidal and that the flux per pole, ¢, 
is sinusoidally distributed in space around the air gap. 
Actually the impressed voltage may include time harmonics, 
and the flux may be distorted by the presence of space har-
monics, but their presence and effects are neglected. 
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When the frequency of the voltage applied to the stator 
winding of p poles is f cycles per second, the .magnetic 
field produced travels at the synchronous speed of Ns revo-
lutions per minute in accordance with Equation (3). When 
the rotor of the motor is rotating, the rotor frequency 
is less than the supply frequency due to the fact that both 
the rotating magnetic field and the rotor are revolving in 
the same direction, and hence the rate of cutting is less. 
For example, if the rotor is running at 95 per cent of its 
synchronous speed, the rate of cutting will obviously be 
only 5 per cent of the value it would have if the rotor were 
at rest. Likewise, the frequency will be only 5 per cent of 
the primary frequency. 
The frequency of the rotor emf is 
t 2 =(NsN- N) f 
s 
cycles per second ( 21) 
in which N is the rotor speed in rpm. The quantity, (Ns - N) 
/Ns, defines the slip, s, so 
t 2 = sf 
Also, the rotor emf while running, E2, is· related to the 




With polyphase currents in the rotor conductors, a rotor 
mmf is produced that rotates at a speed sN 8 relative to the 
rotor surface in the same direction as the rotor is turning. 
However, the rotor is revolving at a speed of (1 - s)N8 with 
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~espect to the stator surface. This means that the rotor 
mmf is traveling at the same speed as the stator mmf and 
that there is no relative motion between them. Because of 
· this, the analysis of the performance of a polyphase induc-
tion motor is similar to that used for the transformer. As 
such, on a per-phase basis, the vector diagram of a poly-
phase induction motor is shown in Figure 6. Subscripts 1 
and 2 refer to the stator and rotor quantities, respectively. 
L. 
a 
Figure 6. Vector diagram of the relations in one phase 
of a polyphase induction motor. 
Here E2 , the rotor emf at standstill corresponding to a given 
flux¢, has been chosen as the reference vector. The flux 
vector is dravm goo ahead of E2 so as to give an ''open II type 
vector diagram; the magnitude of their instantaneous values 
are related by le2 1=1N2 d¢/dt!, where N2 is the_effective. 
number of turns per phase of the rotor winding. 
When the motor is running with a slips, for a given 
value of¢, the rotor emf is sE2• This emf is in phase 




R2 = the effective rotor resistance per phase in 
ol$s 
X2 - the rotor leakage inductive reactance per 
phase in ohms at standstill 
Because the rot or frequency varies ·with the slip, the react-
ance varies with the slip also and at a slips is sX2 ohinso 
The rotor current lags sE2 by the angle G2 = tan-1 sXz/R2• 
The flux¢ produces the emf E1 in the stator winding. 
E1 and E2 are related in the open type diagram by -E1 = aE2 
where a is the transformation ratio from the stator to the 
rotor. A magnetizing current of IM amperes in required to 
produce the flux¢. The two are in phase. 
When running, an induction motor has a friction and wind-
age loss that does. not exist in a transformer. Another slight 
difference between the induction motor and the transformer is 
that in a transformer the core loss is nearly independent of 
the load for a given applied voltage and frequency. In an 
induction motor, the stator core loss is likewise nearly in-
dependent of the load; however, the rotor core loss varies 
with the load because the rotor frequency varies with the-
load. Within the speed limits of normal motor operation, the 
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ch~nge in the rotor core loss is quite small; hence~ .:tt mtj.y 
be treated as a constant,- Also, in the induction motor, the 
friction and windage losses cause a retarding torque on the 
rotor that must be balanced by a torque produced by currents 
in the rotor. However, as in the case of the rotor core loss, 
under usual running conditions, this loss may also be treated 
' as a constant. The rotor core loss and the friction and wind-
age losses are treated as stator losses and are added to the 
stator core loss. The sum of the three is represented by a 
nearly constant component of current, IL, in ~he stator wind-
ing which is considered as supplying them. This current is 
shown in phase with -E1 • Its rnagni tude is equal to the loss 
per phas_e divided by E1 • The vector sum of IM and IL is the 
exciting current, 'I0 • The magnetizing component of I 0 , namely, 
IM, is considere.blygreater than in an ordinary transformer 
because of the presence of the air gap ·in the magnetic circuito 
Another component of. stator current has been denoted as I2/a. 
\ 
It is·in phase with I2 and is related to it by the equivalent 
turns ratio a. The total stator current, I 1 , in the open type 
diagram, is the vector sum of -I2/a and I 0 • This current 
causes a resistance drop I1R1 and a leakage reactance drop 
I1X1 in the stator winding. The stator applied voltage per 
phase, V1, is equal to the_ vector sum of -E1, I1R1, and I1X10 
The angle between v1 and I 1 is the stator power-factor angle. 
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THE "EXACT" EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
The practical identity of the vector diagram of Figure 
6 with the corresponding vector diagram of the stationary 
transformer indicates that just as there is an equivalent• 
circuit for the transformer there should be a similar one 
for the induc·bion mot or. 
In Equation (24) it was shown that 
Iz - (24) 
where E2, R2, and X2 are considered as constants. This 
equation agrees with the physical fact that the rotor cur-
rent, r 2 , is produced by an emf that is proportional to th~ 
slip, acting on a circuit of constant resistance and vari-
able reactance. 
·, 
Dividing the nwnerator and denominator of Equation (24) 
bys, one obtains 
(25) 
The secondary current is thus expressed in terms of the 
secondary standstill reactance and an equivalent value of 
resistance that varies inversely as the slip. Interpreting 
this equation, one can say that the relations in the rotor 
circuit are the same as if a constant emf were applied to a 
circuit of variable resistance and constant reactance. An 
increase in load, which results in an increase in the slip, 
is equivalent to reducing the resistance in the secondary 
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circuit. Ass varies from a value of 1 (standstill) to 
s = 0 ( sy-.a.chronism) the value of the total secondary resist-
ance varies from R2 to an infinite value. 
Recalling transformer equivalent circuits and vector dia-
grams, together with Figure 6 and Equation (25), an equivalent 
circuit can be drawn as shown in Figure 7 for one phase of a 
polyphase induction motor. Figure 7 is drawn in stator terms, 
with a as the ratio of the equivalent number of stator turns 
per phase to the equivalent number of rotor turns per phase. 
As expressed in Equation (25), the whole effect of the rotor 
resistance per phase and the motor load per phase is repre-
sented by the variable resistance R2/so This value must be 
multiplie~ by a2 in order to refer it to the stator. 
[a] 
R1 X1 a2Xa 
~ 
I1 Ro Ia 
Ioi a a2 R2 s 
Xo 
[b] 
Figure 7. Alternative forms of the "exact ti C?qui valent 
circuit of a polyphase induction motor. 
The actual secondary winding resistance per phase is R2; 
however, the total effective resistance in the secondary 
as expressed by Equation (25) is R2/s. Then the resist-
ance added to the secondary circuit is 
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(26) 
which is the true representation of the mechanical load. 
The equivalent circuit is redrawn in Figure 8. 
a 2 Xa 
Figure 8. An "exact" equivalent circuit for one 
phase of a polyphase induction motor. 
A complete vector diagram applying to both Figures 7 
and 8 is given in Figure 9. · To avoid crowd:i.ng, this is 
drawn as an open type diagram. 
~------+~-"-~_,._~---~-=-4>1-~~~~--~~~~ 






THE APPROXIMATE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
In general, the impedance drop in the primary resist-
ance and reactance, I1(R1 + jX1), is a small percentage 
(about 2 per cent in large motors) of the impressed volt-
age, v1 , so there is little error involved in treating E1 
as substantially equal to V1 in magnitude. This is equiva-
lent to transferring the exciting branch from the position 
shown in Figure 8 to a new position directly across the in-
put terminals as shown in Figure 10. This means that the 
stator impedance drop caused by the no-load current is neg-
lected. In most motors (excepting, say, fractional horse-
power sizes or those with a large primary drop) the error 
introduced by this assumption is very small. 
Figure 10 • 
a 2 X2 
.An approximate equivalent circuit for an 
induction motor. 
The resistances R1 and a2R2 and the reactances X1 and 
a2x2 can be combined into an equivalent resistance and re-
actance, Re and Xe• However, they are usually kept separate 
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because the individual values are used 1in computing the 
performance of the motor. 
The advantage of the approximate equivalent circuit is 
the ease with which the performance characteristics of the 
motor can be calculated from it. The usual method of making 
use of such a circuit, after the constants are known, is to 
assume a value of slip and, solve the circuit for the perform-
ance items desired. Then another value of slip is assumed 
and other points obtained. An analysis of the approximate 
equivalent circuit shows the following relations apply at 
any value of slip, s. These relations are on a per-phase 
basis. 
The power input= V1 I1 cos Q watts per phase. (27) 
The povver output= ,!2)2 a2 R2 (1 ; 8 ) watts per (28) 
phase. V1 
The current I2/a = V[R1 + a2R2 +1~2R2 {1 ~s)] 2 + x~= (29.) 
amperes, where 
The loss in the rotor winding= {I2) 2 a 2R2 watts per 
a 
phase. 




Tlie efficiency of the rotor winding --
The torque - 7.04 (I2)2 a2 R2/~ lb - a 
per phase. Ns 
watts per 
1 - s. 






The starting torque= 
radius per phase, where 
Ze = 'VR~ + x~ 
Re = R.1 + a2R2 
The slip at maximum torque -
The maximum torque -
per phase. 








These relations can be expressed in many different forms. 
The particular forms given are the ones the author has found 
most convenient. 
The constants of the approximate or the exact equivalent 
circuit can be computed from either design data or test data. 
Using design data, the value of each circuit element can be 
determined. The test data required are (1) the no-load read-
ings (similar to the open-circuit test on a transformer), (2) 
the blocked-rotor readings (as in the short-circuit test of a 
transformer), (3) the ratio of turns, and (4) resistance 
measurements. 
THE CIRCLE DIAGRAM 
A graphical solution of the approximate equivalent circuit 
per phase of an induction motor is known as the circle diagram. 
Although the operating characteristics can be computed from 
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the equivalent circuit, it is simpler and more convenient 
to use the circle diagram. 
In Figure lla, the current drawn from the supply, I1, 
is eq_ual to the sum of I 0 and I2/a. The current I 0 will 
be constant for a constant value of supply voltage. It is 
plotted in Figure llb lagging the voltage v1 by the angle 
go• 
The stator load component of current, I2, was given in 
a 
Equation (29) as 
V 




By corn.bining Equations (41) and (42) , 
I 2/a = Vl sin G2 (43) 
X1 2 + a X2 
Since x1 + a2x2 , the standstill reactance, is constant, 
Equation (43) is the l)Olar equation of a circle vdth a dia.-
meter AB = v1 /(X1 + a2X2). If v1 is drawn vertically, the 
diameter AB is horizontal as in Figure llco This circle re-
presents the stator load current. A change in load on the 
motor causes a change in the slips. This causes a change in 
G2 and also in I 2 ; thus AP represents the stator load current 









__ 1 ______ JB 
X.1 + a 2 Xa -, 
[c] [d] 
Figure 11. Current relations in the approximate 
equivalent circuit. 
The two vector diagrams of Figures llb and llc can now 
combined since, as stated previously, the line current, 
is the vector sum of Io and I2/a. Hence the locus of 
end of the vector I1 is the semicircle shown in Figure 
lld. For any given load, the power-factor angle of the en-
tire motor is o1 • 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE CIRCLE DIAGRAM 
Data for the construction of this diagram are obtained 
from a no-load (open-circuit) te.st; 1:t1Ji\'.l5i:ft5~8:kea·,:fM:ior'f/LCtr6ui t) 
test, a.rid' res is tanc.e. measurements a.s :_is ,1dor1e~·.w:tth: bb:e :-.t~;g.n;,f3, 71, 
former. Of course, it can also be computed from. design data. 
Because all the losses depend upon the temperature of the 
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machine, it is preferable to make these tests immediately 
after a heat run, since all parts of the machine will then 
be at normal temperature. If these tests are made at other 
than normal temperature, appropriate corrections must be 
applied. 
No-Load Test. ----- The motor is run at rated voltage with-
out load, and the line voltage, V, the line current, I, 
and the total power input in watts, P, are measured. The 
no-load prn~er-factor angle, Q0 , ?an then be determined. 
(cos Q0 = P/Y3VI for a three-phase-motor). The voltage per 
phase, v1 , is laid off vertically in Figure 12, and the no-
load current per phase, I 0 , is laid off at an angle 00 from 
·,r~ 
, Ang e of maximum 




Figure 12. Circle diagram of a polyphase induction motor. 
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V1 and lagging. This corresponds to Figu.re llb, since at 
no-load the slip is so small it is assumed to be zero. In 
the equivalent circuit with zero slip, the resistance re-
presenting the load is infinite and Iz/a is zero; hence, 
the only current drawn from the source is the exciting cur-
rent, I 0 • For the sake of clearness, the exciting current 
vector in Figure 12 is drawn longer than it would be in the 
diagram of an actual machine. 
Blocked-Rotor Test. The rotor of the machine is locked 
so that it cannot rotate. In order that the current may be 
kept within reasonable limits, a reduced voltage, V', must 
be applied to each phase. The reduced voltage should be of 
such a value as to give a short-circuit current equal to 
rated value or higher. One must be careful not to overheat 
the motor. The phase current, r6, the total povrnr, pv, and 
the phase voltage, V', are measured. The current is then 
prorated to rated voltage by Ib = It> V1/V', where V1 is the 
rated phase voltage. The current lags the voltage by an 
angle Gt= P'/nib V'. Since the slip is zero under these 
conditions, the resistance representing the load in the equiv-
alent circuit is equal to zero. Also, since the test with 
locked rotor is usually made with a greatly reduced voltage, 
the losses in the iron are very small and ma:T be neglected .• 
The approximate equivalent circuit then reduces to that shown 
in Figure 13. The current Ib corresponds to I2/a of Figure 
lla. On the circle diagram, Figure 12, to the chosen scale, 
\ 
Figure 13. Equivalent circuit, blocked-rotor test. 
from the point A, at the tip of I 0 , lay off Ib lagging Vi 
by Qb as AF. Some writers prefer to lay this current off 
from Oto F; however, the author believes it should appear 
as laid off due to the reduced voltage impressed. With 
this reduced voltage, the losses represented by the shunt 
exciting branch in the equivalent circuit are very small. 
The current taken by the exciting branch is such a small 
percentage of the other branch current that it can be con-
sidered as non-existant during the blocked-rotor test, giv-
ing the circuit of Figure 13 and a location of the blocked 
current from A to Fin Figure 12 after prorating. This 
would not be true if ~he lo~ses were large, but, in that 
case, the approximate equivalent circuit, on which the circle 
diagram is based, should not be used since it is based on the 
assumption that the exciting branch can be moved to a location 
across the input terminals rather than as located in the exact 
equivalent circuit. If the losses are large, the exact 
equivalent circuit must be used. Argwnents can be found in 
the literature for both locations of Ib. 
Draw a line in the direction of AB parallel to the hori-
zontal axis. The points A and Bare on the desired circle. 
The center of the circle is located by constructing a per-
pendicular bisector of the line AF. The bisector and the 
horizontal line intersect at C. Using C as the center, the 
semicircle AFB can be drawn. A perpendicular FJ is then 
dropped from F to OL. The line FK is divided at G into two 
segments, such that 
KG stator resistance _ 
GF = rotor resistance in stator terms 
Line AG is then dravm. 




After the circle diagram has been drawn, the performance 
for any given stator current can easily be computed. Assume 
that the performance at the current r 1 is t~ be computed. 
At any load current such as I1, I 2/a (equal to AP) is 
the secondary current in stator terms, being equal to r1 - I 0 
vectorially. PQ is the energy component of the current I1, 
and, therefore, the total power input per phase is 
Pin= (PQ) x v1 watts per phase 
The core, friction, and vvindage losses 
PL - {RQ) x Vi watts per phase 
The primary copper loss 
' 





The secondary copper loss 
(I2/a) 2R2 = (ST) x v1 watts per phase (48) 
The power output 
Pout = (PT) x V1 watts per phase ( 49) 
The efficiency 
'Q = PT/PQ 
The torque 
T = 7.04 V1 (PS)/Ns lb-ft 
The slip 
s = ST/SP 
The power factor 





The maximum power factor point is D, located by drawing 
a tangent to the circle from O. The n~ximum output and maxi-
mum. torque points are similarly located at Mand N by tangent 
lines parallel to AF and AG, respectively. 
The above diagram is drawn for but one phase of the motor. 
The values of power, losses, and torque must be multiplied by 
n if the motor has n phases. 
The circle diagram presented here is the one that is most 
frequently found in American textbooks. It is a result of 
the work of A. s. McAllister and is occasionally referred to 
as the McAllister circle diagram. In addition to the McAllis-
ter diagram, many others are available, embodying various re-
finements based on other equivalent networks. A very 
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interesting historical background of many types of circle 
di agrams is given by Behrend.l 
The principle disadvant age of determining the perform-
ance of an induction motor from the cir cle di agram and 
Equations (45)-(53) is that it must be drawn to a very 
large scale to obta in a reasonable degree of accuracy. A 
much faster and more accurate method is to use one of the 
many analytical solutions of the circle diagram that have 
been worked out. The simplest, fastest, a nd easiest of 
these is the method developed by Cameron.2 . 
COMPARISON OF THE APPROXIMATE AND THE EXACT EQUIVALENT 
CIRCUITS AND THE CIRCLE DIAGRAM 
The derivation of the circle diagram given is based 
upon the approximate equivalent circuit. The circular 
locus is not a result of the approximations. The so-called 
11 exa ct" equivalent circuit shown in Figure 8 likewise yields 
a circular locus. 
In presenting the a rguments for the approximate equiva-
lent circuit, one begins to question its accuracy and the 
accuracy of the resultant circle di agram because of the 
many approximations made. Although the discussion is rather 
long, it would be well to look at the views of a noted 
. lB. A. Behrend, The Induction Motor and Other Alternat-
ing Current Motors (New York, 1921). ' 
2unpublished ca+oulation sheet by Professor C. F. 
Cam_eron, Oklahoma Agriclutural and Mechan ical College . 
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authority in the field of alternating-current machinery. 
In discussing the exact circle diagram, Langsdorf states:3 
But before entering upon this analysis, [the analysis of 
the exact circle diagram], it is desirable to point out cer-
tain limitations of the so-called exact equivalent circuit 
which make it at best only a close approach to a ctual truth, 
and not a mathematically exact representa tion of physical 
reality. 
One of these limitations had already been mentioned; 
it arises from the fact that the exciting admittance, fsee 
Figure 8], made up of the exciting conductance Ge and £he 
exciting susceptance B , is not strictly constant, but 
changes · somewhat with fhe load because of va rying friction, 
windage, and core loss~ In addition to this it must be 
remembered that R1, X1, a2R2 , and a 2x2 are themselves sub-
ject to variation with the load. The resistances, for exam-
ple, that must be used in the computations are not the pure 
ohmic resistances that wcbuld be measured by a Wheatstone 
bridge or by the drop~of-potential method, but they are the 
effective resistances, which are always great er t han the sim-
ple ohmic resistances because of the a ctual nonuniform dis-
tribution of the current in the cross · section of the conductor. 
The nonuniform current distribution is a manifestation of skin 
effect and is caused by crowding of the current toward the 
surface l ayers due to the magnetic field; -this effect is espec-
ially pronounced in the rotor under ·standstill conditions, that 
is, a·t starting, for the secondary is then subject to the induc-
tive effect of a magnetic field alternating a t line frequency, 
as contrasted with conditions near synchronism when the second-
ary frequency is greatly reduced. As a matter of fact, the 
change of effective rotor resistance between standstill and 
full speed can be so exaggerated by appropriate design as to 
make the starting torque considerably grea ter than it would 
otfiervviae be, without at the satne time impairing efficiency 
and speed regulation under normal running conditions. 
In like manner, the primary and secondary leakage react-
ances, X1 and X2, are functions of the magnitude and distri-
bution of the leakage paths. Changing load conditions cause 
changes in current and therefore of the permeability of the 
teeth and neighboring iron, thus affecting the reactances. 
In spite of all these disturbing effects, the assumption 
that the so-c~lled 2constants" of the equivalent circuit (G0 , Bm, R1 , x1 , a R2, a X2) remain invariant yields remarkably 
3Alexander s. Langsdorf, Theory of Alternating-Current 
Machinery (New York, 1937), pp. 592-593. 
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a ccurate results - -accurate , tha t is , when compared with 
actual measurements. This close agreement is due to several 
reasons: In the first place, the varia tion in the "con-
s tants" are of the s econd order of magnitude, a nd those 
which cha nge the mo st (a s R2 ) are themselves so small in 
comparison with others that the effect is l a r gely masked 
under normal running c onditions; in the s econd pl a ce, normal 
running conditions comprise such a small pa rt of t he enti r e 
range between s t andstill and synchronism a s still further 
to reduce the discrepancies ; and in the third pla ce, a ctual 
ob s erva tions mus t be ma de with · instruments which a re t h em-
selves not abs olutely a cc ur ate, and the re adings are in a dd-
ition subject to personal errors of ob s ervation. In short, 
t he difference between absolute truth (if there is such a 
thing ) and observed fa cts is not sharply defined, and t he 
more or less hazy zon e of unc erta inty b et we en t hem i nclude s 
the effect of s implifying ass umptions and of errors of ob s er-
vation. 
It must not be as sumed, therefore, t hat an analys is based 
upon the so-called exact equivalent circuit is rig orous in the 
mathematical sens e; the word "exact" is really a mi snome r, but 
it has been generally used to distinguish this cas e from t hat 
of- the confessedly approximate circuits. It is to be expected 
that it will yield results very ne arly the -s ame a s those al-
ready derived from the approximate ci r cuit. The chief value of 
the more complete analysis therefore derives not from increa sed 
a ccuracy but from certain principles and procedures that have 
wide application and intrinsic importance of their own. 
After deriving the circular locus for the exact equiva-
lent circuit, Langsdorf t akes t yp ic al values for a comme rcial 
motor and determines the cha r acteristics of the motor from 
circle di agr ams of t h e exact and the app r ox i mate e quivalent 
circuits. The t wo circles are superimposed to show their re-
l a tionship, along with dat a in re gard to their r adius and 
coordinates of the center of t he circle. In conclusion, Langs -
dorf make s the f ollowing rema rk s:4 -
Within the working range from no lo ad to full load it is 
practically i mpossible to distinguish between t he t wo circles 
' 4-Ibid. , p . 607.. 
unless they are dravm very accurately to a large scale. 
Beyond full load the departure between them increases, 
but with the constants used in this example it is at no 
point very great. It is apparent, therefore, that the ' 
error due to the use of the approximate equivalent circuit 
and the circle diagram dependent upon it is within the 
tolerance limit for practical purposes, and it may safely 
be used for all ordinary purposes. 
It will be recalled that in the case of the transformer 
one moves the exciting brancp. to a new position directly 
across the input tenninals, as is done here to arrive at the 
approximate equivalent circuit for the induction motor. In 
the case of the transformer, this simplification is in order 
because the leakage impedances in the transformer without an 
air gap are small quantities and the induced emf has nearly 
the same value as the impressed voltage. In the case of the 
induction m6tor, the leakage impedances are much larger and 
the exciting current much greater, because of the air gap and 
other constructional features. Besides the points already 
stated in regard to the nature of the induction motor para-
meters, there is an additional point that should be noted, 
namely, that measurements on the input an.d the output of a 
transformer are all made by electrical methods while measure-
ments on a motor are partly electrical and partly mechanical. 
Since electrical measurements have a higher degree of accuracy 
than mechanical ones, the predetermination of the performance 
of a motor by computation vllill not be supported by as accurate 
experimental observations as in the case of the transformer. 
This further justifies the use of the approximate equivalent 
circuit in the study of the performance of all but small induc-
tion motors. 
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Before leaving the subject of the circle diagram, it 
should be noted that performance specifications cannot be 
laid down wholly at random. Through the geometry of the 
circle diagram, all of the operating characteristics of 
the motor are interrelated. An elementary theorem of geom-
etry states that a circle is completely fixed when any three 
points on it are determined; hence the specifications must 
fix three points, and only three. Inconsistencies would re-
sult from any additional specifications chosen at random. 
CHAPTER IV 
MAGJ\TETIZING AND LEAICAGE REACTANCE 
The tvm most important constants of the induction 
motor equivalent circuit are the magnetizing reactance, XM' 
and the total leakage reactance, x1 + a2x2 • 
The magnetizing reactance, XM, is the reactance due 
to the fundamental sine-wave, or useful, air-gap flux. 
The total leakage reactance, x1 + a2X2, is a measure 
of all the nonuseful magnetic flux produced by a current 
in either the stator or rotor winding; that is, all flux 
producing no fundamental-frequl9'ricy: ·vol tagE:) iri the other. 
winding. 
The importance of these two reactances can be seen in 
Figure 11. The magnetizing reactance, as shown in Figure 
llb, determines the amount of shift of the circle to the 
right in the circle diagram. In Figure llc and Equation 
(43), it was shown that the diameter of the circle in the 
circle diagram is inversely proportional to the total leak-
age reactance. In other words; these two values of re-
actance are of great importance in locating and determining 
the diameter of the circle diagram and hence directly affect 
all of the operating· characteristics read .. therefrom. 
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CALCULATION OF THE 
MAGNETIZING CURRENT AND M:AGNETIZING REACT.ANOE 
In order to calculate the amount of current required 
in the stator winding to establish a given flux or flux 
density, one must first decide on a method to use to take 
into account fringing of the flux at the edges of the teeth. 
At present, two different methods are in use. One method is 
to increase the width of the actual tooth; the greater tooth 
width is intended to correct for the spreading of the flux 
lines. The other method is to calculate an equivalent air 
gap. The equivalent air gap is the length of air gap be-
tween stator and rotor which would cause the same exciting 
ampere-turns to establish the same amount of flux in the 
gap if the slotted surfaces of both stator and rotor were 
replaced by smooth surfaces. Many formulas appear in the 
literature for either method of treating the effect of fring-
ing. The author considers the first method of taking tooth 
fringing into account more basic and prefers to use it. 
The method of calculating the nBgnetizing current and 
the magnetizing reactance presented here is credited to Adams. 1 
Fringing. Referring to Figure 14, consider a strip of 
gap section one-inch wide parallel to the shaft (perpendicular 
· l'comfort A. Adams, "Design of Induct ion Motors," Trans-
actions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
XXIV (June, 1905), 654-659. 
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to the plane of the paper), and divide this strip into three 
parts: 
1. The part immediately under the tooth. 
2. The part extending outward from the edge of the 
tooth tip a distance equal to the radial depth of the air 
gap. 
3. The part from this last point to a point halfway 
across the slot opening. In this third part, the paths of 







Figure 14. Tooth flux fringing. 
In this method, an equivalent increase in the width 
of the tooth tip produced by the fringing flux, part 2 and 
3 above, is found in terms of the radial air-gap depth, J. 
The permeance of the second part does not lend itself 
to calculation. The equivalent average vddth of this portion 
is taken as 0.6 6; the permeance as 0.6. 
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The permeance of the third part can be found by inte-
gration. The permeance is 
X = wl 
f 
? 
dx 2 ln 2 w1 1.47 log w1 - - = 26 - (54) lT X lT - 2 " 
X =t 
The total fringing permeance is the sum of these two 
parts, or 
F = 0.6 + 1.47 log w1 (55) 
2& 
and is called the tooth fringing constant. It is plotted 
in Figure 15. When w1 is less than 2 & , Equation (55) is not 
satisfactory. This is allowed for in Figure 15 by continuing 
the curve from w1 = 2 i to the origin in a straight line. 
The effect of fringing is equivalent to increasing the 
I•.',. 
width of the tooth tip by F c5 on each side of the tooth, so 
if the width of the actual tooth is tt inches, the width of 
the equivalent tooth tip is 
t = tt + 2 F o inches (56) 
All calculations of gap reluctance are made on the basis 
of this equivalent tooth-tip width. 
The particular shape of the slot under consideration has 
some effect on the fringing permeance. If the slots have 
straight sides, the fringing flux will not follow circular 
paths as assumed but will extend farther back on the side of 
the tooth and the fringing permeance will be slightly greater 
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spread out, or if there are slot openings on both sides of 
the gap, the fringing permeance will be slightly less than 
that given by Equation (55). 
25 
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A slightly modified method of treating the effect of 
fringing, which is in a more convenient form to u.se, is shown 
•. :.- . : . -rr . in Table v. The width of the equivalent tooth tip is 
t::: tt + G (57) 
Values of Gare given in the table in terms of the slot open-
ing and the radial air-gap length. Note that w1' and w1" are 
the respective stator and rotor slot openings. 
TABLE v2 
EFFECTIVE TOOTH FACE FROM FRINGING (VALUES OF G) 
Slot 
opening 
W1' or w1 11 
Radial air-gap length in inches 
O.OJ.O" 0.020'! 0.025 11 0.040" 
__,0'-.,..-=0-=4----t- 0. 021 _ 0 .024 _____ 0. 026 0. 027 0. 028 O. 029 
0.05 ' 0.023 0~028 0.031 0.032 0.033 0.035 
__ .=_:_.:c.=.----1----~--''--·--·-·-- -------·'--·-'"-----+----+----
___ 0. 0§ _____ -~()-~_9_?_§__ ____ _9_! _ _9._~_1-. ____ 0_._035 ______ O ._03? ___________ Q_~_Q~~-- o. 041 
o. 07 1 o. 028 o. 034 _o __ . 03_s _ o ___ • 041_, ____ o. 043 _________ o. 046 
o.os I 0.030 o.o3B- 0.041 0.045 o.o4s 0.051 
=--0_._0_9 _-----J o. 03;-~:~-g--o-_~Q±1k _____ o_! 049 ...... .Q _ !__Q_~~----__93 _0_5_7 _ 
_____ o •. 1~0--+-o~._03 __ 2 ___ 0~·--041 . o. 047 .-9. 052_-__ o_. 0_5_s __ o_._o_s_2_ 
0.11 0.034 0.043 0.049 0.055 0.059 0.066 .,.__ ~ -----·-----·---·--- ---·-···-·-·-·--- -------~-·--+----'--.C....---+----+-------
o .12 o. 035 _______ o ._044 _____ o ._052 ___ o. 058 o. 062 o. 070 
______ 0.13 _____ j __ 0.036 ___ L0.046 _L __ 0.054 _ __1_ __ 0.060 __ 0.065 ; 0.073 
2!-rarold Pender and William A. Del Marp Electrical Enr-:i-
neers' Han.dbook--Electrio Power: (New· York,~ 1949), p. -g·:·75. 
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There is also a fringing of the flux at the ends of the 
core and at the ventilating ducts. Generally it is neglected, 
but it may be taken as an increase in length equal to the 
radial air-gap depth at each discontinuity. 
Magnetizing Current and Magnetizing Reactance Calculations. 
With slots on both stator and rotor, one must determine an 
average or effective gap section. In Figure 16, let t 1 and t2 
represent the equivalent tooth tips including fringing, and A 1 
and ,.\ 2 the corresponding tooth pitches, all expressed in inches. 
As before, a length along the shaft of one inch will be taken. 
~/\1 1 
_J t1 L 
I 
I I 
J l l tx1 t, I I . 
~ /\2 ~ 
Figure 16. Tooth relations in a motor. 
Consider the average overlapping area per tooth of smaller 
pitch during a movement equal to one-half of the larger pitch. 
The effective gap section can be found from the slot relations 
during this movement. The overlap is made up of three parts: 
1. From. x = 0 to x = l/2(t2 - t 1 ) 
Overlap = t 1 
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2. From. x = 1 / 2 ( t 2 - t 1 ) to x ::: A 2 - 1 / 2 ( t 2 + t 1 ) 
Overlap = 1/2 ( t,2 + t1) - x 
3. From. x = "2 - 1/2(t2 + t1) to x = l/2(A2) 
Overlap = (t1 + t2) - A2 
Integrating each of these parts yields 
1. 
. 2. X = A3 - l/2(t2+ t1) 
(58) 
f [1/2(t2 + t 1 )-xJ dr = p,2-t2Ht1 _»2;t2) (59 ) 
X = l/2(tz - t1) 
3. X = 1/2 (\2 f [(t1 +t2l- A2] dx = [(t1 + t2l- AJ1/2 [(t1+t2)- AJ 
X : /'\2 - 1/2 ( t2 + tl) 
= 1/2 [(t1+t2)2+ >-,2 _ 2A 2 (t1+t2LJ (60) 2 
The sum is 
. Part 1 + Part 2 + Part 3 










a1 - t1/A1 
a2 - t2/i\2 
K1 - the gap-section constant 
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Thus, K1 = a1a2 is the ratio of the effective gap sec-
tion to the superficial or apparent gap section. The gross 
length of the core minus the space for air ducts is used in 
calculating the superficial gap section. 
With these constants, one can easily calculate the mag-





Nig = the ampere-turns necessary for a single 
air gap at the point of maximum flux density 
qm = the peripheral magnetizing current density 
(ampere-conductors per inch of periphery 
due to the magnetizing current) 
Bg = the superficial maximum gap flux density 
Bg/K1 = the actual maximum gap flux density 
(64) 
2Nig = ( 1/1.11) qm 1' (65) 
assuming sinus.oidal distribution of the peripheral magnetiz-
ing current density. 
Solving Equations (64) and (65) for qm gives 




The ampere-turns necessary to pass the flux through the 
iron can be taken into account by introducing another con-
stant, K2 , called the iron constant, and writing Equation (66) 
as 
(67) 
The constant K9 varies from 0.85 to 0.95 for 60-cycle motors6 
"' 
If C' is the number of stator conductors per inch of pe-
riphery, Equation (67) reduces to 
(68) 
the actual magnetizing current in amperes. 
Equation (68) is correct if the motor has a full-pitch 
winding. In the case of fractional pitch, a higher flux densi-
ty is required in the gap in order to produce the same resultant 
electromotive force, because the electromotive forces in the 
two sides of a given coil differ in phase. Not only is the 
magnetizing current higher because of the increased gap density, 
but it is still further increased because of the overlapping 
of currents of differing phase and the consequent reduction in 
17. 
effectiveness for magnetomotive force productiono Adams 0 has 
3c. A. Adams, W. K. Cabot, and G. A. Irving, Jr., "Frac-
tional Pitch Windings for Induction Mot ors," rrransactions of 
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers·;x:X:VI (June, 
1907), 1485-1503. 
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shown that for the general winding of either full,or frac-
tional pitch Equation (68) must be divided by a correction 
factor, km• Equation (68) then becomes 
O. 695 Bg J 
K 1· K2 k~ ~ C ',._-r' 
(69) 
Values of the magnetizing-reactance correction factor are 
given in Figure 17 as a function of the pitch expressed as a 




v'' = the synchronous peripheral velocity in inches 
per second 
wf = the angular velocity of the revolving field in 
radians per second 
(70) 
By dividing Equation (70) by 12 and rearranging, one 
obtains 
where 
f _ 6 
V ;,; (71) 
v - the synchronous peripheral velocity in feet per 
second 
Using Equation (71) and introducing the m.agnetizing-react-
ance correction factor, Equation (67) can be written as 
qm = 0.116 Bg 6 f 
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Figure 17 .. 4 
Coil pitch in terms of full pitch 
The Ada.ms·, .. magnetizing-reaetanoe correction 
factor as a .. f,unction of pitch. 
L•etting qT denote the ampe_re-conductors per inch of air-
gap periphery due to the full-loaa torque c,urrent 9 . IT/a9 in 
4Ibid q .p ~ 1491. 
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stator terms, the magnetizing current can be exp ressed in 
t~rm~ of the full-lo ad. torque current as 
b _ qm _ 0.110 Bg ~ f 
m - q"i - K1K2km qT v (7 2 ) 
The torque current is shown in Figure 9. It i s the horizontal 
projection, or t he component of the current I 2/ a , in phase 
with the voltage aE2 • 
The magnetizing reactance can be found from the known 
voltage and the express ion f or the magnetizing current given 
in Equation (69). 
PHYSICAL CONCEPTS OF LEAK.AGE REACTANCE 
There is only a s ingle magnetic fie ld in a motor . How-
ever, 1n the analys i s of leakage reaotanoe the concept of separ-
ate leakage fluxes is used . In gener al , the leakage rea ctanoe 
of the st~tor is considered to be due to that part of the total 
tlux produced by the stator magnetomotive force , considered to 
be acting alone , which fails to linl<: with the rotor wind ing; 
and the rotor leakase reaotanoe is attributed to that part of 
the total flux produced by the rotor m~gnetomotive force , als o 
asellllling to be acting alone , which fails to link with the stat or 
winding . Actually the stator and rotor magnetomotive foro~s do 
not produoe separate fl uxes . but combine to form a resultant mag-
netomotive force which in turn prod.uc es a sinsle magnetic field. 
The several element s cf leakage fl ux are elements of the main 
flux diverted from their normal path . The principle of super-
pcsltion enables one to consider them as separgta i~dependent 
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quantities if saturation is neglected. Saturation can be 
neglected in normal operation; however, in calculating 
starting performance a correction must be applied since the 
high current dravm by the motor during the starting period 
_produces saturation in the tooth tips which has the effect 
of reducing the total leakage reactanceo 
A common method of analysis is to divide the leakage 
flux into components based upon the path followed. The re-, 
sulting leakage reactance is considered to be composed of 
six distinct com~onents: 
1 .. The stator-slot reactance 
2. The rotor-slot reactanc e 
3. The zigzag reactance 
4. The skew reactance 
5. The belt leakage reactance 
6. The coil-end leakage reactance 
Some of the leakage flux paths are indicated in Figure 
18. The flux represented by the solid line w'hich crosses 
the air gap and interlinks with the rotor winding is the use-
ful flux. This flux produces the useful output of the motor. 
It is produced by the resultant mrnf of the three _phases ( in 
a three-phase machine). The stator flux crossing the slots, 
¢s, is called the slot lealrnge flux.. The stator flux crossing 
the air gap and completing its path through the tips of the 
rotor teeth is called the tooth-tip or zigzag leakage flux and 
is indicated as ¢z. The name zigzag is used because it 
Zigzag leakage flux 
~ '\ Useful flux 
Figure 18. Some of the leakage flux paths in an 
induction motor. 
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designates the path the tooth-tip leakage flux may follow for 
a stator with more than one slot per pole per phase, i.~., 
flux considered to be due to the magnetizing action of a belt 
of conductors occupying consecutive slots. There is also a 
flux surrounding the coil-end connections, in other words, 
that portion of the coil which lies outside of the core. Flux 
taking this path is called the coil-end leakage flux. Similar 
leakage flux paths exist for the rotor. 
Sometimes the slots of either the rotor or stator are 
twisted or skewed rather than arranged parallel to the shaft. 
The variation in flux density caused by the skewed slots re-
sults in a reduction in the total flux linkages. This result 
is an effect equivalent to a leakage flux and appears as an 
increase in the zigzag reactance. It is convenient to add it 
as an extra term to the formula for zigzag reactance. In prac-
tice, skewing adds very little to the standstill reactance 
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at rated voltage because it is limited by magnetic saturation 
of the rotor and stator teeth. At low currents it does cause 
an increase in the reactance. In this analysis the increased 
reactance due to skewing will be omitted; if desired, it can 
easily be taken into account through an increase in the zig-
zag reactance. 
Another leakage is present in the wound-rotor induction 
motor. The windings of the stator and rotor have distribution. 
The rotor can assume positions where the phase belts of the two 
windings do not coincide. Because of the displacement of the 
-· . 
two windings, the field is different for any given position of 
the rotor and will result in positive and negative flux loops 
in the air gap of a pole face. The resultant flux linkages 
with the rotor winding produce voltages that cancel out in the 
rotor. In the stato~, however, because of the relative position 
of the winding and the flux distribution, only partial neutral-
ization occurs, resuiting in a net voltage. In other words, the 
resultant ·flux, through linking both windings, acts as though 
it were a leakage flux in that it induces a resultant voltage 
in one winding and not in the other. This effect may be treat-
ed as a true leakage flux and is referred to ~s the belt leak-
age flux, or, as named by some investigators, the differential 
leakage flux. The belt leakage reactance is equal to zero for 
motors with squirrel-cage rotor windings since a squirrel-cage 
winding has no phase belts. 
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CALCULATION OF LEAKAGE REACTANCE 
Many methods have been proposed for calcula ting the com-
ponents of leakage reactance. Certa in of the leakage flux 
components can be comp uted a ccurately from the va.rious ·dime.n-
sions and other dat a of a g iven ma chine; the other components 
a re found from-empiri cal formulas . The method of calculation 
/ 
will more t han likely differ from one de sign office to anot her , 
but, i n general , the r esults are i n close agreemento 
Lloyd , Giusti 9 and Chang5 have compar ed s i x of the exi st -
ing methods ot ·calcula ting the slot , zigzag , and coil - end leak-
age reactances for a sample motor. The re sults are SU+)l!lla rized 
in Table VI . 
The comparison in Table VI is for only one sample motor. 
The author ha s used some of these methods and others concluding 
that Adams ·' Method gives t he best result s . This mi ght possibly 
be concluded from examining the numerical values in Table VI 
since Adams ·' Method gives near average values; however ~ more 
information would have to be known and more sample motors 
s tudied before drawing a definite conclusion. Si.nee Adams' 
Method has been found to give good results by the author, it 
will be used here for all leakag e reactance calculations. 
To better ac quaint the reader with Adams v Method , a de-
t a iled analysis of his s cheme for calculating the leakage 
5T. C. .·· Lloyd, V~ F. Giusti , and s. s. L. Chang, "React -
ance'.3, of ;S9.u.Jrr~J.:.-:Cage Induction Motors, 11 Transactions .of 
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers , LXVI {1947) , 
1349-1355. · . 
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TABLE vr6 
LEAKAGE REACT~i\J\TCE OF SAMPLE MOTOR BY VARIOUS :METHODS 
I R.&M. Adams Kuhlmann Gray Arnold Pung a 
... lt?-Id t 
X Slot 1.400 1.233 1.180 l.238 Stator 0.845 1.178 
Rotor 0.335 
Pitch none 
Correction 0.863 I 0.860 0.835 0.884 0.86 given 
! i 
Final 1.21 I 1.06 0.985 1.094 1.06 1.178 
I 
X Zigzag 1. 31 
I 
1.278 1.047 1.15 * ** 1.100 I 
I ' 1.046 0.988 0.574 0.474 
Pitch ! none none 
Correction 0.822 I 0.845 given 0.884 0.845 given 
Final 1.08 1.08 1.047 1.018 1.460 1.309 1 .. 100 
I . -
X End ,1.365 I 1. 21 1.06 1.465 1.156 0.592 
I 
Pitch I i none none I 
Correction0.725 0.71 ! 0.835 0.889 given given i 




X (total) i 3.001 2.920 13.407 3 .. 676 3.525 2.870 
I j 
( 
"" Arnold's exact method is multiplied by 2 as per Punga. 
**Arnold's approximate method. 
reactance is given below. The basis of this analysis is three 
articles7,8,9 in which Adams originally presented his .method 
6Ibid. _, p. 1352. 
7 C. A~ Adams, "The Leakage Reactance of Induction Motors, 11 --
Transactions of the Int~rnit~6naL~$lebtrical Con ~ess, St~ Louis, 
1 0 ~ I_ 190 ~- 70 -72. 
8Adams, "Design of Induction Motqrs,r! pp. 660-670. 
9Ada.ms, Cabot, and Irving, pp. 1485-1503. 
and additional information from articles by AlgerlO and 
Lloyd. 11 
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Slot Reactance. A unit length of stator slot will be 
used in calculating the stator-slot reactanqe. 
Referring to Figure 19, and assuming that the slot leak-
age flux passes straight across the slot and completes its 
path through iron of negligible reluctance, one can see that 
the slot flux linkages are made up of four different parts: 
1. The flux crossing the slot opening, and linking 





[J length of slot 
d 1 d2 =· l unit 
L ; 
r-w3-1 
Figure 19. Slot leakage. 
lOPhilip L. Alger, The Nature of Polyphase Induction 
Machines (New York, 1951), Chapt. 7. 
11Lloyd, Giusti, and Chang, "'Reactances of Squirrel-Cage 
Induction Motors.n 
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the ratio of depth to width of the qpening. The permeance 
of this path is 
r.) = tt; area length = (73) 
2. The flux crossing the tapered neck of the slot 
which also links all of the conductors in the sloto This 
is measured by the integral of the depth over width ratio, 
or 
If xis small, 
ln (1 + x) = X = ._x __ + · l+x 
2 




3. The flux crossing the slot above the top of the 
coil, linking all the conductors in the sl.ot. The permeance 
is 
(76) 
4. The flux crossing the body of the slot, and linking 
only a part of the conductors. If the slot is tapered as 
shown in Figure 19~ let w3 = w2(l + e). The slot width at 
height x from the bottom of the slot is 
(d1 - X) W3 + X W2 
d1 (77) 
The fraction of the total slot current below x, which 
establishes and is linked by 
x[(2d1 - x) w3 + x w2J 
d12 lw2 + w3) 
the 
= 
= + ( d] - X) eJ 2d1 
approximately. 
flux at this point, is 
[ +(2d1 - x) e] 
X 1 Zdl 
(78) 
The permeance corresponding to the total linkages is 
d1 [ (d1 - x) e 
{?. - f x2 ~ + 2d1 . 
4- d 2 W2 Q + ( dJ - X) 




2 dl Wz 
(79) 
Thus, if terms of the order of e2 and higher are neg-
lected, the linkages of a tapered slot are just the same 
as those of a slot of uniform width, wz. 
The sum of the four parts; Equations (73), (75), (76) 9 
and (79); gives the total slot permeance for one unit length 
of slot as 
+ (80) 
If d2 is large, a corrective term, d2/12w2, should be 
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subtracted from Equation (80) since the flux crossing the 
slot between the two coil sides is produced by, and links, 
only half the conductors. 
Ohm's law for magnetic circuits (cgs system of units) 
is 
¢ =1-GJ (81) 
where 
¢=the flux in maxwells 
J = the magnetomotive force 
r.1 _ area of path in cm 
r:r = the perme.ance - length of path in cm 
(for air) 
The magnetomotive force is 
J = 0.4 71' NI (82) 
in which 
N = the number of turns 
I= the current in amperes 
Substitution of Equation (82) intq Equation (81) yields 
¢ = 0 • 4 TI' NI (? (83) 
Multiplication by N gives an equation for the interlinkages, 
t/1 = N ¢ = o. 4 11 w2r @ ( 84 ) 
The induction -- is found by -dividing ;'by:iI·,x:-,108, 
L = N ¢ = 0.4 11 N2 €? x 10-8 henrys(85) 
Substituting Equation (80) into Equation (85), converting 
the units of measure to inches, and letting Cs equal the num-
ber of series conductors per slot, one finds that the induct-




0. 4 'H' . 2. 54 Cs 
- 3.2 X 10-8 C~ 
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d1 d3 2d4 d5 8 ( +-) lo-3w2 + w2 + w1+w2 d1 
(86) 
The corresponding reactance per inch of stator slot is 
(87) 
The term in parentheses in Equations (86) and (87) is 
called the slot constant and is designated by Ks• It ex-
presses the effective linkages per inch of stack per ampereo 
With the notation 
Ks= (dl + d3 + 
2d4 
+ d5 (88) 3w2 wz w1+w2 d1) 
Equation (86) becomes 
L'. - 3.2 X 10-S 2 {89) Sl. - Cs Ks 
and Equation (87) becomes 
X'. -Sl. - 20.1 x 10-8·f c~ Ks (90) 
The value of the slot constant, Ks, can be calculated 
for all practical conditions of slot shape. The most notable 
work in calculating slot constants is an article by Puchstein12 
in which he derives formulas for elliptical, rectangular, and 
trapezoidal slots with rectangular shape or with one or both 
ends of semicircular shape. Flux plotting techniques may also 
12A. F. Puchstein, "Calculation of Slot Constants,n Trans-
actions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 
LXVI (1947), 1315-1322. 
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be used to determine the slot constant. Once a line of 
punchings has been standardized by a manufacturer 9 it 
would be relatively easy to fix , by flux plotting methods , 
the effective leakag e flux lines per inch per ampere for 
each punching 9 essentially a slot const ant for each punch-
ing. Designers have not made much use of flux plotting 
techniques , apparently preferring to rely on formulaso The 
reader interested in f lux plotting techniques will find 
of value books by Moorel3 and Johnsonol4 The leakage flux 
paths can also be found from water-trough experiments o15 
The above equations for inductance and reactance as sume 
a full - pitch winding with the conductors all in series 9 car-
rying curr ents in the same phase rela tionship. If a double-
layer winding of full pitch is used, the above formula s are 
adequa te. If fra ctional -pitch windi ngs are used, there is a 
reduction in the slot reactance o A correction 9 developed by 
Adams pl6 must be appl ied to Equations (89 ) and (90) to take 
into account the use of fractional-pitch wind i ng s. This cor-
' 
rection can be -read from Figure 20; it is c alled the slot-
13A. D. Moore, Fundamentals of Electric al Design (New 
York ~ 1927) , Chapter 4 and following. 
14walter C. Johnson, Mathematical and Physical Princi-
ples of Engineering Analysis (New York, 1944) , pp. 317-331, 
335-336a 
15John Fo Ho Dougla s, "The Reluctance of Some Irregular 
Magnetic Fields 9 " Transactions of the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers , XXXIV (June , 1915), 1067- 1125 Q 
16Adams , Cabot , and Irving 9 pp. 1485- 15030 
'73 ! 
leakage pitch factor~ ksp• For a pitch of not less than 70 
per cent, the factor (09625 Pr+ Oo375) can be used instead, 
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Figure 20. 17 
Ooil pitch in terms of full l)J.toh 
Adams' correction for slot-leakage react-
ance as a function of pitch. 
p. -1491. 
The stator-slot leakage inductance and reactance can 
then be 1Nritten in the more general form of 
-o 0 2 .. , L~i = 3.2 x 10 · s Ks ~sp (91) 
(92) 
where ksp i.s the necessary slot correction factor, dependent 
on the pitcho 
The equations for the stator-slot inductance and react-
ance are for a one-inch length of stator slot. The equations 
can be modified so as to express the inductance and reactance 
in many cliff erent ways. ]'or example, for a total of s1 slots i 
or s1 /n slots per phase on the stator, the total reactance 
per phase per inch of stack is 
S1 D 8 
X~pi = 2 nfn (3o2 C8 Ks ksp x 10- ·) {93) 
If the total series conductors per phase are C, then 
Cs= C ~ 
01 
(94) 
and the reactance of each phase winding for L inches of stack 
is 
(95) 
For the purpose of this investigation, it is necessary 
to eXJ)ress this reacts.nee as a per-,unit value v11hich enables 
one to deal with a general rather than a specific machine. 
Letting Ci equal the number of conductors per inch of pe-
riphery~ then the number of slots per inch of periphery is 
Ci/c 8 , and the total slot width per inch of periphery i~ 
75 
( 96) 
This is also the ratio of the slot width to tooth pitch. 
Since there are qT/ci torque-amperes per conductor, 
the reactance emf per inch of slot is 
E1si = 2 n f (3o2 C~ Ks ksp x 10-8) qT 
Ci 
(97) 
but 9 from Equation (96)~ 
hence 
k w2 q sp - T w (98) 
There will be induced in the same conductors by the gap 
flux an emf per inch of slot of 
(99) Eli ::: .Fz x 10 -8 kw 
From Equations (98) and (99), the reactance emf of slot 
leakage in terms of the induced emf (per-unit value) is 
x 8t = EJcsi 2 Ks ksl? w2 f qT = .37 --
E1i· kw w v Bg (100) 
The same procedure is followed in calculating the rotor-
slot reactance. To express this reactance in stator terms, 
it is necessary only to multiply the permeance ratio for the 
rotor by ihe ratio of the squares of stator and rotor winding 
factors and by the ratio of stator to rotor slotso This 
relation follows from the fact that, for equal and opposite 
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.mmfs in stator and rotorD the product of the number of slots 
times the effective amperes per slot must be the same on 
both sides, and that the actual amperes per slot are the 
effective amperes divided by the winding factor, kw, for 
each winding $ 
Thus, the rotor-slot reactance in stator terms is, from 
Equation ( 95 ).9 
2 Ir K"k" = 2 11' f C nL L3 0 2 X 1 o-8 ( s s p 
S2 
(101) 
For a squirrel-cage winding 9 kwz = kp2 kd2 = 1, since 
the pitch and distribution factors are unityD and the slot-
leakage pitch factor equals one. 
Then, for a squirrel-cage rotor 0 the slot reactance in 
ohms per phase in stator terms is 
a 2X" ::: 277'f c2 nL [3.2 x 10·-S k~l (K;)] 
sp Sz (102) 
In this equation, note the absence of any winding factor 
for the rotor, because a s~uirrel-cage rotor has full pitchQ 
Hence, no Adamst slot-leakage pitch factor is needed for the 
squirrel-cage rotoro Instead, the square of the winding fac-
tor of the stator· is . a fundamental p.·1i'il'1:F p'fL' t~a d:i:c{it::ite1.,tIOn .. · 'F'or 
convenience, it is assumed that the square of the winding 
factor for the stator, k~1 , is equivalent to the Adams'. pitch 
correction. 
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With 1:1. squirrel-cage rotor, the expressions for the 
~lot leakage reactance of the stator and rotor can be com-· 
bined to· give the total equivalent slot reactance in ohms 
per phase. ( in stator terms) as, 
Xse = x~P + a2x;P 
= 2 TT f G~ n L [3 .. 2 x 10-8 (Ks + K:) k'_ '1 _. (:103·)\: 
S1 · S2 · spJ . 
where the single-primed values concern the stator and the· 
double-primed values· concern the rotor·. 
A comparison of Equations (103) and (100) shows that 
the·tetal s:J.,ot_reactance -as a per-unit value can be written 
as-
(K~_ k~p w2' K~ k~p .w~ - f qT . XS = 2 • 3 7 - :;;;;-r + · 9 - -;;:) -'--kw w kw W · V Bg (104) 
If the motor has a wound rotor, the second term within · 
the parentheses m.ust be divided by the square of the winding 
factor of the rotor and multiplied by the rotor slot-leakage 
pitch factor. As mentioned above, for convenience, the square 
of the winding factor is generally taken-as.the Adams 1 pitch 
correction. If this is done, then Equation (104) also applies 
to a wound~rotor induction motore 
Zigzag Reactanceo Leakage flux, such as ¢tin Figure 21, 
·wb:i~,h crosses the.· air. gap .. and ,CJ.OID,ple~es .its path t.:tlrough the 
opposite tooth tip which bridges the slot in question, is 
called the tooth-tip or zigzag leakage. As pointed out previ-
ously, the origin of the. latter designation is·the zigzag path, 
Figure 21. Partial diagram of tooth-tip or 
zigzag leakage paths. 
¢z, that may be followed by flux considered to be due to 
the magnetizing action of a belt of conductors occupying 
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consecutiYe slots. The permeance of this path yaries with 
the relative position of the stator and rotor teeth, and can 
be readily calculated for any and all positions of the rotor. 
This leakage, like the slot leakage, is purely a distortional 
flux. 
Referring to Figure 22, assume that the stator and rotor 
haYe the same tooth pitch, I\ , t 1 is the width of the stator 
tooth tip plus an allowance for fringing of the flux, and t 2 
is the same for the rotor. At tne instant represented, x 
represents the displacement of the center of a rotor tooth 
from the center of a stator slot opening. Consider the series 





Figure 22. Zigzag leakage flux. 
tip, neglecting the reluctance of the iron part of the mag-
netic circuit. The series reluctance takes account of the 
total tooth-tip or zigza.g leakage, IJrimary and secondary .. 
Taking the flux paths as straight across the gap, the reluc-
tance in the air gap will be the sum of two parts, corres-
ponding to the two overlapping portions shovn1 in the figure. 
The overlap on the left is 
~2 /\-t1 - :X: = (\ (tl2~"tr.~ - t)- X = 111 - X 
2 - 2 /\ 
(105) 
1I111.e overlap on the right is 
m+x (106) 
If all dimensions are in centimeters, the total reluc-




and the permeance is then 






ff= ~ = ~m-~- (108) 
Converting the units of measure to inches, one obtains 
l"\ 
tr= 2.54 (109) 
Considering the permeance as a function of x, it is 
seen that the permeance falls from fr = m/2J when x • o, 
to fP = 0 ·when :x = m; thereafter the permeance remains at a 
value of zero until the point a (Figure 22) is aligned with 
point b, then a new rotor tooth to the left of a comes into 
play and the function repeats itself in reverse order until 
a complete tooth pitch has been included. The mean value of 




fP .. 2.54 2m 6 dx = 1.093 IT (110) = Zl. 
X:0 
This derivation assumes that the tooth pitches of both 
stator and rotor are the same. If they are not the same, 
and in most designs they are not equal, their average value 
may be substituted for \ • 
From Equation (110), one can compute the zigzag flux 
linking the conductors in a slot and the linkages for the 
winding as a whole. 
Since the permeance of the path is known, the zigzag 
inductance per inch of slot (conductors in series) can be 




From Equation (105}, 
t1 + t2 1 
m = A( 2 A - 2) (112) 
Substituting for t1/A and t2/A [see Equation (63)] gives 
a1 + a 2 1 
!, ).( --) m-=" 2 2. (113) 
Equation (111) can then be written as 
where 
(115) 
The quantity A, called the gap constant, is plotted 
against (a1 + az)/2 in Figure 23. 
The corresponding zigzag reactance per inch of slot is 
Xz i = 2 11' fLz i = 2 Tf f ~ C ~ A x 1 o-8 (116) 
The zigzag reactance emf per inch of slot due to 
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Figure 23. Gap constant, A. 
Equation (117) can be written as 
2 11' f qT C~ /\ 2 A 
IT Xzi = 108 & (119) 
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From Equation (99), the emf per inch of slot induced 
by the useful flux is 
12 v B C ~ 10-B Eli = V 2 kw g s "'" (99) 
When Equation ( 119) is di via.eel by ( 99), the per-unit 
value of zigzag reactance is found to be 
IrrXzi qT f I\ 2 A ~r - 0.74 ...:':i..z - E11- = kw cS B.()' V 
0 
(120) 
If Sp is the number of' slots per 1:iole, 
I\ = 6v rs; (121) 
and Equation (120) can be written as 
-sr - 2 ~ nl qr11 V A ..t\..z - ....ic...1,. ~ -'?"} 
1.,,. B r"" ( o/::, 
.1,1..w g o op 
(122) 
It is necessary to apply a correction to Equation (122) 
if the winding is of fractional pitch. This correctiofi, kzp, 
developed by Adams, can be obtained from Figure 24, or, for 
a pitch of not less than 70 per cent, the factor (0.8pf+ 0.2) 




kzp = the zigzag-leakage pitch factor 
As noted previously, this equation tclres into account 
the total zigzag leakage for both stator and rotor. 
For a wound-rotor motor, the number of slots per pole in 
this equation should be taken as the average of the values for 
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Coil pitch in terms of full pitch 
Figure 24.18 Adams' oorreotion for zigzag leakage 
reactance as·a function of pitch. 
Coil-End Leakage Reactanceo The leakage around the coil 
ends is the most difficult element to calculate. These 
18i'6id~~ p. 1491. 
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fluxes are caused by the mmf of the end turns of the winding, 
acting principally on air paths. In linking the end-turn 
conductors, reactance voltages are generated which are re-
flected as ohmic reactance in the stator ana. rotor windings. 
Because the end-turn leakage flux paths are almost all, if 
not totally, in air, it is unaffected by magnetic saturation, 
and the inductance of the end turn is practically constant 
for wide ranges of machine excitation. In some cases, mag-
netic structures, such as the machine frame and air deflect-
ing baffles, are close to the coil ends and cause an increase 
in the end-turn leakage flux. 
The geometry of the coil cross-section will affect the 
flux linking the coil for a given current flovving in it. 
The shape of the end portions of the coils will also affect 
its reactance. On most windings, the coil extends straight 
out of the core for a short distance before it is bent at an 
angle to proceed to the next pole. The flux linkages of this 
straight portion will be different from those elsewhere in 
the end connection. 
Adams applied the work of several others toward the 
development of a practical end-turn reactance solution. He 
viewed the two end portions of a stator or rotor coil as 
constituting a circular coil in air, and then applied ration-
ally derived procedures to determine the inductance of the 
circular coils when they are arranged physically to simulate 
the coil-end pattern of the double-layer wound induction 
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machine stator or rotor. The method has been extended to 
the squirrel-cage rotoro 
The flux per ampere per inch length of a circular coil, 
in air, with a rectangular section whose long side is not 
more than twice its short side and whose diagonal is :hot more 
than one-tenth of the diameter of the coil is 
(124) 
where 
di~ = the mean diameter of the coil in inches 
d' d 
:::; the diagonal of the coil section in inches 
If two similar coils, such as that described, are placed 
parallel to each other and at a distance apart ·which is small 
compared to their diameter, the mutual flux per ampere per 
inch of length is approximately 
where 
¢f = 0.482 ln (1.74 dm) 
dd 
dm - the common diameter in inches 
(125) 
dd = the mean perpendicular distance betvveen 
them in inches. 
When Equation (125) is applied to a motor winding to 
determine the equivalent flux per ampere per inch of free 
length of coil end, coil end i's understood to include all 
the conductors of a phase-belt bundle, or the conductors per 
pole per phase. For the ordinary double-layer winding, dm 
may be taken as se-ven-tenths of the pole pitch. Thus, for a 
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given shape of coil end, the flux per ampere per inch depends 
approximately upon the logarithm of the ratio of the pole 
pitch to the diagonal of the cross-section of a coil end. 
For a given type of winding, this ratio is fairly constant. 
For example, consider the rewinding of a given frame for 
double pole pitch and half frequency. The coil end, which 
includes all the conductors of one phase belt, will be twice 
as long and twice as broad as before, so that the ratio of 
pole pitch to the diagonal of the coil section, and the re-
quired logarithm, will be the same, or ¢f will be constant. 
Let 
03 = A/L (126) 
and 
cf= ratio of free length (per conductor) to pole 
pitch (12?) 
Then 
03 Cf= ratio of free length to active length (128) 
Also, in a three-phase machine, there are 
conductors per phase belt (129) 
When Equations (125) and (129) are substituted into 
Equation (85), the inductance per free inch of belt (conductors 
in series) is found to be 
0 2 . 2 
Lei = ¢f i 9 'T' x 10-8 (130) 
The corresponding reactance is 
X • : 2 11' f ¢f 
C1 
c? 7'2 




For every inch of active belt there are c3 Cf inches 
[see Equation (128)] of free or idle belt; therefore,.,,the 
reactance of the free belt per inch of active belt is 
X 2 f rl. T 0? 'T2 X 10-8 ci = Ti • yifCf 't lg (132) 
Since IT= qT/Ci = the full-load torque-amperes per con-
ductor, the reactance emf for the ·free length, per inch of 
active belt, is 
This can be expressed as a per-unit value. The emf induc-




Xe = ~TXci = 0.247 ¢ref -r""' qT f 
li L kw V Bg 
(135) 
For the stator and the rotor, in stator terms, Equation 
(135) becomes 
(136) 
If the value of ¢f is known for a full-pitch phase belt, 
the value for a fractional-pitch winding can be found by 
multiplying the full-pitch value by the proper correction 
factor, kcp' given in Figure 25. 1rhis correction factor was 
1.0 
0.9 
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Coil pitch in terms of full pitch 
Figure 2519 Adams'! correction for the ,o,oil-·end leakage 
reactance as a function of pitch. 
developed by .Adams; it is oalle d the coil-end leakage pit ch 
factor. VJ'i th this factor, Equation ( 136) becomes 
90 
0 247 ( ni ' C ' ¢fn Ci, ) k ,' 2 Xe = • )'Jf ·f + f cp -y:--
kw v Bg 
(137) 
Adams20 has shown that, for the u.sual wou.nd-rotor motor, 
the full-pitch value of 0f in stator terms is about 1.14. 
The total value of ~fin stator terms for a squirrel-cage 
motor with bars extending well out from the core is known to 
be abou.t one or a little more, which is very close to the 
value for a wound-rotor motor. 
Belt Leakage Reactance. To avoid repetition in the fol-
lowing discussion of belt leakage, consider that the rotor 
current frequently referred to is in stator terms. 
When the stator and rotor are in the relative position 
shown in Figure 26a, the currents in the stator phase belts 
are exactly opposed by those in the rotor phase belts. Con-
sidering a three-phase motor, the starts of the windings are 
spaced 120 electrical degrees apart, and it may be seen from 
the corresponding vector diagram in Figure 26b that the cur-
rents in the three stator belts SA, SB, and Sc, and in the 
three rotor belts RA, RBP and Re have 60-degree relationships. 
When the stator and rotor are in the relative position 
indicated in Figure 26c, the currents in the stator and rotor 
phase belts have the phase relations shown in Figure 26d. 
Figure 26e is an enlargement of a pcrtion of Figure 26c. The 
rotor belt Re overJ.aps the stator belt s0 by a distance of 
mn and overlaps the stator belt SB by a distance of np. 
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Figure 26. Belt leakage in a three-phase wound-rotor 
induction motor. 
In the distance mn, the current in the stator conductors 
is s0 , Figure 26d, and that in the rotor conductors is Re, 
of which the component Og opposes the stator current; the re-
maining part of this stator phase current, gh, is not opposed 
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by an equivalent rotor current and is represented by crosses 
in Figure 26e. 
In the distance np, the current in the stator conductors 
is SB, Figure 26d, and that in the rotor conductors is Re, of 
which the component Os opposes the stator current; the remain-
ing part of this stator phase current, st, is not opposed by 
an equivalent rotor durrent and is represented by dots in 
Figure 26e. 
The currents represented by the crosses and dots in 
Figure 26e set up the flux ¢b, which is in phase with the cur-
rent in the belt which it links and, therefore, produces the 
same effect as a leakage flux. This flux is called the belt 
leakage flux. This flux varies with the overlap of the phase 
belts, varying through one. cycle while the rotor moves, rela-
tive to the stator, through the distance of one phase belt. 
The belt leakage is of the same nature as the tooth-tip 
or zigzag leakage. The zigzag leakage takes account of the 
leakage over the individual slots, which does not link with 
any of the opposing current, while the belt leakage takes 
account of a similar flux which links with equal portions of 
both stator and rotor currents .. Because the two leakage 
elements are of the same nature, one would expect to follow 
a similar procedure in calculating the belt leakage as is 
used in calculating the zigzag leakage. Since the procedure 
is the same and since the belt leakage is zero in a squirrel-
cage motor and only of minor importance in the wound-rotor 
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motor 9 the mathematical derivation ·will be omitted. The 
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21Adams ~ "The Le~l:rnge Reactance of Ina.uction Motors j" 
pp,. 711-715 .. 
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Electrical Worl.;.,.4,i XLIX (March 30 D 190?), 63? .. 
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His result, converted to a per-unit value, is 
(138) 
wJJ,ere 
kb = a constant, called the belt constant, ·which depends 
upon the nwnber of slots per pole 
Values of the belt constant for tvvo- and three-phase 'Wound-
rotor induction motors are given in Figure 27. 
This equation includes the total belt leakage, stator 
and rotoro 
CHAPTER V 
SET>ARATING THE COMPONEN'rS 0]' 1l'HE D2L EQ,UATION 
FOR OPTIMUM MAXIMUJ\1 I'OWER EACTOR 
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From the quotations in Chapter II and other sources, 
it may be taken as axiomatic that a high maxi.mum povrnr 
factor is the first desideratum in polyphase induction 
motor design, and, secondly, that the cost shall be 
reasonable. rrhis chapter is concerned with the subject 
of maximum power factor; the subject of cost will be con-
sidered in Chapter VI. 
THE LEAKAGE C OEF],I C IE:NT 
The max.immn power factor of El _polyp.hase induction 
motor can be related to the dimensions of the motor 
through the circle diagram. 
Consider a circle of radius r vdth center at Gas 
shown in Figure 28. Construct auxiliary lines as shovm 
with HG parallel to OX. 
From the geometry of the figure, 
I:,, FHG ::: 4- J!,OA (139) 
and 
z<.,.FGH ::: 4-FOY (140) 
since angle FGH and angle FOY are complements of the same 
angle ( 4 FOA). 
y 
I< r __ _.,,.. 




equation of the 
_][._ C = X a + r 
line intersects 
D = ( a, ac ) 
a+ r 
line segment 
line EA at 
Therefore, the length 
OG is 
ED = c - a c / ( a + r ) - c r / ( a + r ) 
In triangle EDG, 
ED - er/ ( a + r) 
EG = r 
DG ::: a: r ~ ( a + r ) 2 + c 2 
In triangle FOG, 








FG - r 
OF :.: V ( a + r ) 2 + c 2 - r2 
From Figure 28, 





The trigonometric relation for the difference of two 
angles in terms of the angles involved in Equation (149) is 
cos 9 = cos (i5,..FGO)cos(4.EGD) + sin(r.\-FGO)sin(Z'+.EGD)(l50) 
Substituting Equations (143)~(148) for the necessary 
sines and cosines in Equation (150), one obtains 
r ( a + r) + c V ( a + r) 2 + ~2 -r2 
cos G = ·( a + r) 2 + c2 ·· (151) 
If Figure 28 is the circle diagram of a polyphase in-
duction motor, then Equation (151) expresses the maximum 
power factor of the motor. The maximum power factor is a 
function of the radius of the circle and the location of its 
center. 
In an actual induction-motor circle diagram, the distance 
c is very small. Grayl has shown that, for a reasonably good 
motor, the diameter of the circle, 2r, is not less than 
eighteen times the distance OE. A survey of several lines 
of commercially available motors shows that a conservative 
minimum value for the no-load power-factor angle is 75 degrees. 
Therefore, the distance c does not exceed one-seventieth of 
the circle diameter. Hence, little error will be introduced 
if the distance c is neglected. 
lAlexander Gray, Electrical 1.:1§.chine Design (New York, 
1926)' p. 3950 
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If one neglects the distance c, the maximum povrnr 
factor as given by Equation (151) reduces to 
cos Gmax 
r 
:: -·--a + r (152) 
or 
1 
cos Gmax = 3!"+i ( 153) 
r 
Equation ( 153) can be revvri tten in terms of the dis-
tances between the indicated points in Figure 28 as 
= 1 01r--- -· 
2~w + 1 + 1 
1 
2o+ 1 (154) 
where <r- is the ratio of the magnetizing current to the 
circle diameter; it is called the leakage coefficient since 
it is the ratio of the leakage or nonuseful flux, to the 
useful flux. [see Equation (159 )] .. The relation expressed 
in Equation (154) is shown graphically in Figure 29. One 
should note that the value of the n1.:1ximu.m power factor :i.s 
dependent on the leakage coefficient. If one knows the 
leakage coefficient, the maximum power factor can be found 
from Equation ( 154) or J:1'igu.re 29. A high value of maximum 
power factor requires a :small leakage coefficient. In addi-
tion, Gray2 shows that a motor having a leakage coefficient 
of 0.06 or less will have approximately the following mini-
mum values: a full-load power factor of 90 per cent, a 
starting torque of about 1.5 times full-load torque, a maxi-
mum torque of about 2.7 times full-load torque, and a maximum 
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output of about 2.2 times full-load output. These values 
indicate the great importance of the leakage coefficient. 
The effect of neglecting the distance c is to move 
the center of the circle to the base line as shown in Figure 
30. How does the maximum power factor obtained from Figure 
29 compare to that of a real motor? This question can best 
y 
Figure 30. Simplified circle diagram. 
be answered by observing Figure 31. In Figure 31, two 
circles are drawn, the solid-line circle has its center 
on the base line, the dashed-line circle has its center 
located above the base line a distance c which, for the 
purpose of illustration, is greatly exaggerated over what 
it ·would be in. an actual induction-motor circle diagram. 
It is obvious that neglecting the distance c leads to a 




Figure 31. The effect of neglecting the distance c 
on the maximum _power fc1.ctor $ 
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found in a real motor. Hence, the error introduced is defi-
nately on the conservative side. By comparing the values of 
Figure 29 with several lines of commercial motors, the author 
finds that the values indicated in Figure 29 are low by 1/2 
to 3/4 per cent for large motors and by 1 to 2 per cent for 
small motorso 
Another relationship of interest is the current at which 
the .maximum pmver factor occurs. From Figure 30, 
IcoC!" =-v (OG)2 -r2 =-1 (a+ r)2- r2 = 'V a2+ a(2r) (155) ~ ,:)\!')Im.ax y 
but 
2r .A.B OA = = cs- (156) 
and 
a = OA - IM - (157) 
hence 
Icosri = ·1(0A) 2 + (OA) OA = IM~/ l + ~ ~max V c- V v 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT 
AND THE MOTOR REACTANCES 
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(158) 
The leakage coefficient is the ratio of the distances 





By substituting Equations (159} and (160) into the 
expression for the leakage coefficient, one obtains 
OA = Xe 
AB Yir · 
(161) 
The leakage coefficient may then be defined in terms 
of the reactances of the induction motor as the ratio of the 
total leakage reactance to the magnetizing reactance. 
The total leakage reactance per inch of slot, as a per-
unit value, is the sum of its per-unit components of slot 
leakage reactance, zigzag reactance, coil-end leakage react-
ance, and belt reactance, or 
Xe = Xs + Xz + Xe + Xb (162) 
The total leakage reactance in ohms per inch of slot 
can be obtained from the per-unit value and the base used 
here. It is 
(163) 
In the vector diagram of Figure 9, the magnetizing 
reactance per inch of slot is 
~ = E1i/IM 






From the substitution of Equations (163) and (166) into 
Equation (161), the leakage coefficient is found to be 
( 16?) 
An expression for the total leakage reactance per inch 
of slot as a per-unit value can be obtained by adding its 
per-unit components, that is, by substituting Equations (104), 
(123), (13?), and. (138) into Equation.(162), giving 
Xe K' k' w2 = 2.37 ( S SQ + 
kv'v w' 
26.7 QT V A kz:12 + + 
kw Bgf s2 ~ p 
+ 0 • 0 3 kb K 1 K2 qT v 
~f Bg 
Kn k' WM i' ClT S S!2 ·ti) . k' V Bg w w 
0.247 (¢:!: Ct+ ¢:t C 11 ) qT 
f kcp{ 
f --
kw V B L g 
(168) 
Substituting Equations (72) and (168) into Equation (16?) 
and letting 
( wl w2rt )· M = K 8' k' ;,;:; + K" k' sp w' ·s sp wn (169) 
and 
(170) 
one can express the leakage coefficient as 
er : 
+ o. 2865 w kcp & ,,.2 f2 
Ki K2 km kw L v2 




The first and third terms on the right-hand side of 
Equation (171) contain the factor v2 which can be eliminated 
by the substitution of the square of 
f2 36 
? v.., - -r2 
The leakage coefficient then reduces 
M I> 
CJ - g • g K K k k T'2 
l 2 m w 
kb + 0.0035 k 
m 




The leakage coefficient can be calculated with great 
accuracy from the dimensions of the motor and the winding data 
by using Equation (173). Note that under the condition of no 
magnetic saturation the leakage coefficient is independent of 
voltage and current. As soon as the type of slots, the length, 
the winding, and the diameter are determined, the leakage co-
efficient is fixed. All running characteristics of the motor 
are improved by decreasing the leakage coefficient. 
The relationship expressed by Equation (173) is of great 
importance. Each factor should be carefully examined. The 
slot constants, as the name implies, are constants for any 
given type of slot. The approximate range of the slot 
10, 
constants is from 0.9 to 2.4 depending on whether the slots 
are open or nearly closed. The ratio W!)/w is also a constant ,.,..J ' 
for any given type of slot varying from 0.35 to 0.6 depending 
upon the type of slot. Hence, Iv1 is a constant for given 
types of stator and rotor slots. The factor 1N is also a con-
stant which varies little from a value of three for induction 
motors. Once the type of slots is chosen and the type of 
winding is determined, so that the n2L equation can b~ eval~ 
lJ.ated, the factors lSrv, kzp' kcp' km, kb, and Sp are constants. 
For 60-cycle motors, K2 is approxi1nately constant at 0.90. 
The factors A and K1 are small and likevvise may be considered 
as constants o The radial depth of the air gap, 6 , is empiri-
cally related to the diameter and the length, but for s.ITLcqll 
variations in the diameter and length it need not change and 
may be considered a constant. 
SE:PARATING THE COMPONENTS OF nrn n21 EC!.UATION 
]!'OR OPI1IMIJIW MAXIMUM rovrnR FACTOR 
Equation (1?3) allovrn one to investigate the relation-
ship between the leakage coefficient, the motor diameter at 
the air gap, and the core length. As stated previously, it 
is feasible to build a series of motors, some with large dia-
meters and short core lengths and some with small diameters 
and long cores, all having the same value of D2L. These 
motors ·will certainly have different characteristics. The 
one with the smallest leakage coefficient will have the 
best overall performance characteristicso 
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In the preliminary design of a polyphase induction 
motor, the necessary factors of the right-hand side of the 
D2L equation, Equation (8), are evaluated as illustrated 
in the example of Chapter I. The value of n2L for a given 
design is then considered to be a constant which v,rill be 
called H, or 
(174) 
Solving for D, one obtains 
D :: VH/L (175) 
The pole pitch is 
'T' = -d D/p (176) 
Substituting Equation (175) into Equation (176), one 




If Equation (178) is substituted into Equation (173), 
one obtains an expression for the leakage coefficient in 
terms of the length Land numerous quantities which are 
constants for a given type of winding and a given type of 
slots. The result is 
+ 1.031 W kcp f) + 0.0035 (179) 
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Taking the first derivative of Equation ( 179) with 
respect to L and setting do-/ dL eqL1al to zero give the con-
ditions necessary for minimum leakage coefficient or high-
est maximwn power factor ci.s 
1 
L2 = 0 (180) 
1rhe leakage coefficient will be at its minimum value when 
the total slot leakage reactance is equal to the total coil-
end leakage reactance. For 1:1 high value of maximum povver 
factor, the zigzag-leakage and the belt-leakage components 
of the leakage coefficient should be kept as low as possible. 
Solving Equation (180) for L, one obtains an expression 
for the value of core length corresponding to a minimum leak-
age coefficient~ The value of Lis 
L :: 1.015 p 
vv kc;p H 
M 
(181) 
After one determines L, the corresponding value of Dis 
easily found from Equation (175). 
Equations (181), (175), and (179) and Figure 29 can be 
used directly in the preliminary design of a squirrel-cage 
or a wound-rotor induction motor. They also serve as an easy 
comparison in determining the most advantageous frame size in 
which to build a motor. 
AN EXAMI'LE 
In the discussion of Gray's Method of separating the 
components of the output equEJ.tion in Chapter II, an example 
was cited in which Gray carried out the design of a particular 
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motor by selecting five different diameters, roughly deter-
mining the performance of each, and then selecting the one 
he thought was best. 
The equations of the previous section will be applied 
to this ·same example to show the enormous amount of time 
saved through eliminating the need of designing a series of 
machines and then deciding which ·would be the best. 
The machine under consideration is a three-phase, 75-
hp, 440-volt, 60-cycle, squirrel-cage, general-purpose induc-
tion motor .. 3 It is to have a synchronous speed of 900 rpm. 
Gray used typical values of full-load povver factor, effic-
iency, ampere-conductors, and gap flmc density of 89%, 89%, 
820, and 25,000, respectively .. The winding is to be a double-
layer winding with 12 slots per pole of 9/12 pitch. The 
stator slots are to be open and the rotor is to have partially 
closed rectangular slotso 
Using this information, the output equation can be eval-
uated, giving 
n2L = H = 2180 cubic inches 
Also, 
p - 8 km 0 .. 83 - = 
w = 3 K2 = 0.9 
M - 1 .. 507 kcp 0.68 - --
k = 0.885 ksp - Oo85 w -
Sp = 12 kzp - 0.82 -
3Ibid., pp. 396-400. 
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The belt leakage reaotance is zero since this is a 
squirrel-cage induction motor. 
Applying Equation (181), one finds the leakage coeffic-
ient will be a minimwn when 
L = 1.015 p 
1·1,1, H ..




The corresponding value of Dis 
D = {f = 1{fl6--~-~ :: 17 o 8 inches 
3(0.68)2180 
1.507 - 6" 9 i.ncl1es 
Hence, the Yalu es of D a.ncl L are d et er.m.ined without the 
necessity of designing several different machines and select-
ing one of these for the f:l.nal design. Gray chose ,r:1. machine 
having a diameter of 19 inches as the final .machine. In vwrk-
ing out the preliminary desigr:J.s i he selected only odd numbers 
of inches for the diameter~ ./1. com.plate revrnrking of his 1>re-
liminary design procedure shows a machine having a diameter of 
17 .8 inches has better characteri:stics than the 19-inch machine. 
Gray's decision is based on performance and cost. rrhis example 
will be continued in the next chapter to show the influence of 
cost data on the selection. For a machine of this particular 
size, there is little difference in _performance in machines 
having diameters in the range of 17 to 19 inches. This can 
be seen from Figure vvhere one can observe that the minimum 
value reached by the 1 e coefficient is not sharply defined 
since the curve of the total leakage coefficient changes slope 
very slowly near the minimum.. The influence of the.-diameter on 
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leakage coefficientso In other words, machines with a low 
power factor, which corresponds to a large leakage coeffic-
ient, will be more sensitive to changes in diameter and 
length than those with small leakage coefficients and high 
power factors. Motors with a large number of poles generally 
have low power factors, making it important that the diameter 
and length be selected as close to the best value as possible. 
Having determined the diameter and length, one can cal-
culate the radial length of the air gap by whichever empirical 
relation he wishes to use. Ip., this example, consider the 
length of the air gap to be 0.033 inch, in conformance with 
Gray. For diameters within the range of 15 to 21 inches, 
there certainly would be no need to change the gap length. If 
the machine were built with smaller or larger diameters than 
this range, a change in the gap 1 ength might be necessary. 
Assuming a gap of 0.033 inch, one can plot the components of 
the leakage coefficient by using Equation (179). This plot, 
Figure 32, clearly shows the influence a change in diameter 
has on the leakage coefficient and, therefore, the maximum 
power factor. The minimum leakage coefficient for this 
machine is 6 .. 34%, corresponding to a maximum power factor of 
88.7%. The actual maximum pavver factor will be about 3/4% 
greater than this value, or about 89.5%. 
CHAPTER VI 
SEPARATING THE CO:MPONENTS OF THE D2L EQUATION 
FOR MINIMUM COST 
It is very doubtful if anyone could obtain sufficient 
cost information to make a complete study of the variation 
of the total cost of a motor as the dimensions are changed. 
In order to make a complete study, all shop conditions, 
production levels, accounting procedures, and many other 
items would need to be accurately known. Since many of 
these costs are continually changing, a detailed investi-
gation would be nearly impossible. However, a general con-
sideration of costs for use in the preliminary design of an 
induction motor can be made. 
COSTS AND HORSEPOWER RATINGS 
It is reasonable to assume that if the production costs 
of a particular class of motors are plotted against the horse-
power ratings, the resulting curves will be loci of minimum 
cost points. r.rhat is, the highly competitive motor market 
that exists in this country will force the manufacturers to 
produce these machines at, or very near, minimum cost. Such 
a set of curves, representing present-day production costs 
of several manufacturers, is shown in Figure 33. These curves 
are for open, N. E. M.A. design B, three-phase, 60-cycle, 
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The curves of Figure 33 also apply to 60-cycle, two-phase, 
40°c motors and 50-cycle, three-phase~ 50°c motors of the 
same type and design having the same number of poles. 
The author has found that over a period of sever~l 
years, the changes in production costs of this class of 
motors are reflected as a shift of these curves up or 
down, the general shape remaining the same. These changes 
can be eliminated from this discussion by putting the costs 
on a relative basis. For convenience, the cost of a 200-
horsepower, 4-pole motor is arbitrarily chosen as a ref~rence 
value of 1000 units of cost. 
SEPARATING THE CO.MPONENTS OF THE D2L EQUATION 
FOR MINIMUM COST 
Suppose all machines cost a definite amount per square 
inch of equivalent cylindrical surface at the air gap. Then 
one could write 
where 
P.C. = Kc D (L + a1") 
P.Ce = relative units of production cost 
K0 = relative cost coefficient 
a= equivalent surface coefficient 
{182) 
Under these conditions, the cost coefficient would be a 
constant. The factor D(L + aT) is not an arbitrary quantity, 
as one m1ght think at first sight. This product is propor-
tional to the cylindrical surface of the machine at the air 
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gap measured from end to end of the winding. If a winding 
em.ploys end connections lying in an extension of the cylin-
drical surface of the slot portion of the Winding, the 
length over end connections is equal to (L + a 'T'), where a 
is a function of the shape of the coil ends. 
From the n2L equation, as expressed in Equation (174), 
L = H/D2 (183) 
Also, in Equation (l76), 
T' = n'D/p (176) 
Substitution of Equation (183) and (176) into Equation 
(182) gives 
(184) 
Setting the first deri"irative of Equation (184) equal 
to zero yields 
d P. C. H 2 11' n. O 
dD = - n2 + a p = (185) 
The right-hand sides of Equation (183) and (176) are 
factors involved in Equation (185), and, v,rhen these equations 
are sub sti tut ed into Equation ( 185), on.e finds that the motor 
core length corresponding to .minimum production cost is 
(186) 
In order to obtain an expression in terms of the dia-
meter, Equation (186) can be substituted into the n2L 
equation, resulting in 
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or 
v ruL D = 2a 11' (187) 
This is the core diameter that results in minimum pro-
duction cost. The corresponding value of length can then 
be found. The influence of the components Land Don the 
relative production cost may be investigated by using 
Equation (182). 
In practice, the cost coefficient for a particular 
class of motors is not a true constant as supposed, but 
fairly constant values, particularly for large motors, can 
be assignede The same is true for the equivalent surface 
coefficient; however, the equivalent surface coefficient 
does not necessarily retain its physical significance. The 
author has calculated values of the cost coefficient and the 
equivalent surface coefficient for the type of motors men-
tioned in the last section. The two coefficients were cal-
culated from the dimensions of motors ranging from 3 to 200 
horsepovver. The resulting values of a and Kc are plotted 
in Figures 34 and 35, respectively. Figures 34 and 35 are 
confirmed only through a range of 3 to 200 horsepower. 
Since a similar rate of rise is known to exist for direct-
and alternating-current generators up to 500 kw and possibly 
much higher, it is not unjustifiable to 'C'onolu-de :that curves 
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This method of separating the components of the D2L 
equation will now be applied to the example of the last 
chapter. The machine is to be a three-phase, design B, .· 
open, squirrel-cage induction motor having a synchronous 
speed of 900 rpm and n2L = H = 21800 
1J9 
Using Equation (187) and Figure 34, one finds the dia-
meter for minimum production cost to be 
D = 3 / Ei.. \I 2a Tl' 
_;3/ 8 ( 2180) . 
= V a(oo?OB)ti = 15 .. 8 inches 
The corresponding value of Lis 
2180 
(15 •8 rz = 8.72 inches 
This result is not in agreement w'ith Gray's statement 
that the 19-inch diameter motor is the cheapest. One would 
not expect present-day cost data to apply to the time when 
Gray worked out his designo However, it may be of interest 
to the reader that t~e author has found these costs, on a 
relative basis, to extend back a period of at least ten years. 
This particular motor design is referred to for purposes of 
illustration only .. Assuming a and K0 to be constant at the 
corresponding values indicated in Figures 34 and 35, it is 
interesting to observe how the cost would vary with a change 
in diameter. Figure 36 shows this variation. The minimum 
cost is indicated as 100 per cent. One would expect a very 
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Figure 36. 
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of core diameter for a sample motor design. 
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1 
diameter of plus or rrns one from the 
value results in a cost vari ion of less than 3/4 of 1 
per cent. A machine built th a di a.met er greater than 
tl11.::1t giving minimum cor:,t results in an increased cost due 
to the yoke, spider, and housing. A machine of smaller 
diameter would result in increased costs for a:::;sen1bling the 
windings and cores. 
is of costs is only an c:1pproxim.ate solution, 
but it is valuable in prelimi designs. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE AIR GAP 
The power factor at which an induction motor operates 
is determined by the ratio of the in-phase component of the 
stator current to the total stator current. The latter is 
equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the 
in-phase and reactive components. The power factor therefore 
is larger when the reactive component of the current is re-
duced. It has been shovm in the foregoing thatr the reactive 
component consists of two parts; one part is the reactive 
magnetizing current necessary to sustain the main flux, and 
the other part is due to the leakage fluxese The reactive 
magnetizing current depends on the length of the air gap and 
on the saturation of the iron. A small air gap, low satura-
tion, and low leakage reactances increase the operating power 
factor. 
The maximum torque which can be developed by an induction 
motor is its "breakdmvn" torque, that is, :the torque at which 
it will become unstable with increasing slip. The maximum 
torque and the slip at which that torque occurs depend upon 
the stator and rotor leakage reactances. Both decrease with 
increasing reactance [see eq_uations ( 38) and ( 39)] • It is, 
therefore, obviously impossible to have a large breakdown 
torque associated with small slip. In order to have a large 
breakdown torque, the leakage reactance of an induction motor 
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must be small. Since the leakage reactance of an induction 
motor, like that of a transformer with an etir gap betvrnen 
its primary and secondary windings~ increases with the length 
of the air gap, the necessity for small reactances requires 
the use of a small air gap. Hence~ it is seen that a le1.rge 
air gap not only decreases the maximum torque but also de-
creases the operating power f'actoro Moreover, the leakage 
coefficient, Eq.uation (171), is increased by us:i.ng a large 
air gap. In order to reduce the reactive current dravm from 
the power supply, induction motors are built with smaller air 
gaps than synchronous machines vvhich get their e:x:ci tation 
from a direct-current 1:1ource through the rotor. 4\.lso, direct-
current machines have larger air gaps than induction motors. 
In addi t :ton~ the length of' the air gap has an im,11ortant 
bearir:i.g on the noise procluced by the m.otor vvb.en running. The 
main cause of this noise is the varia~ions in the zigzag leak-
age flux across the tips of the stator and rotor teeth, and, 
since the magnitude of this flux is :i.nversely proportional 
t 'h . h ' "E"' t' (1'')'7 ) ·t f 11 th t ·· o ·c .. e air gap as s ovvn in ,, qua . :LOn ,.,,.) , i o ovvs · . a . 
one condition for silent running is that the gap not be too 
small. For quiet operation, it is also desirable that the 
number of rotor E:Jlots shall not be within ;?,O per cent of the 
number of stator slots. Reduced gaps may also increase the 
tooth-face losses. 
Thus, the requirements of good power factor and of 
noiseless operation and low tqoth-face losses are conflict-
ing in so far as they are inflµenced by the length of the 
' 
air gap. 
USUAL METHODS OF CALCULATING THE AIR-GAP LENGTH 
The air gap in an induction motor is usually made as 
small as mechanical construction will permit. Obviously, 
a stiff shaft and rigid framework are required when the air 
gap is reduced to a mere mechanical clearance. Great length 
axially should be avoided so that the bearings shall not be 
/ 
too far apart. The bearings must be of a type which does 
not wear appreciablyp and the statcfrr. arid rot·t)"r must· be 6fr.:. 
cular and concentric. 
Very few design engineers agree on the relationship to 
be used in calculating the air-gap length. Since these re-
lationships are based on mechanical considerations, the 
formulas for calculating the minimum gap are empiricalo A 
few of the many empirical relations used are given below. 
Grayl relates the air gap to the stator internal dia-
meter, the gross frame length, and the peripheral velocity 
by 
& - 0.005 + 0.00035 Da + 0~001 Lg+ 00003 V 
where 
& = the air-gap clearance in inches 
( 188) . 
lAlexander Gray, Electrical Machine Design (New York, 
1926), p. 394. 
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Da = the stator internal diameter in inches 
. Lg = the gross iron in the frame length in inches 
V = the periph~ral velocity of the rotor in thousands 
of feet per minute 
For induction motors of normal design with usual pe-
ripheral velocities; Still and Siskina.2 suggest 
Kuhlmann3 uses 
b = 15 + D. 
1000 
& : 0~125 - 10.17/(D + 90) 
Lloyd4 suggests 
~· = 0.0016 D + 0.0072 + 0.001 L 
Cotton5 uses 
6 = C 240 De + 1. 5 D@ X J.o-4 ( 6 - ~ .E. - --· 
1'c 2 





Aston6 prefers to use a curve to determine the length 
of the air gap.. This curve is shown in Figure 37. 
2Alfred Still and Charles s. Siskind, Elements of Elec-
trical Machine Design (New York, 1954), p. 309. 
3John H. Kuhlmann, Design of Electrical Apparatus (New 
York,.1950), p. 316. . . 
4T. C. Lloyd and Howard B. Stone, "Some Aspects of Poly-
phase Motor Design--The Design and Properties of the Magnetic 
Circuit,'' Transactions of the .American Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers, LXV (December, 1946), 815. 
5rr. Cotton, Design of Electrica.l Machinery (London, 1934), 
p. 343 .. 
6Kenneth Aston, Design of Alternating-Current Machines 
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Figure 37. Induction motor air gaps (More than 4 
poles). 
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It is interesting to observe how the ~alues obtained 
from these different empirical relations compare for a given 
rriABLE VII 

















motor. The results are tabulated in Table VII for a 60-
cycle, three-phase motor having 8 pol es, a core diameter 
of 20 inches, and a core length of 6 inches. 
POWER FACTOR OF A rOLYPHASE INDUCTION MOTOR 
In order to study the effect of the air gap on the 
power factor at any load, it is first necessary to see how 
they are related. The vector diagram of the exact equivalent 
circuit will be used to establish this relabionshipo For the 
purpose of this derivation, the vector diagram of the exact 
equivalent circuit, in one of its common forms, is drawn in 
:B"igure 38. If E1 anc1 the other pr:i.mary voltage and current 
vectors are rotated. counterclockvvise through 180°, this dia-
gram ·will be the same as tr.1.at of JT'igure 9. All secondr::1.ry 
quantities in Figure 38 Etre expreErned in primr::try terms. 
- -- --- --- --- ---
Figure 38. Vector diagram of the exact equivalent 
circuit. 
Referring to Figure 38, one can write 
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tan G' = Um + y1 - u~2 










The vector I1X1 in Figure 38 is extended to intersect 
the I1 vector. Since r1x1 is a reactive voltage drop d.ue 
to the current I1, this extension will be perpendicular to 
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Ii. The power factor of the motor, cos G, can be found 





Q =-v l. + ~ o.·orz 
oa 
E1 




= yl + tan2 9 
1 
1 
+ tan gj cos QI 
1 
·- + 1 cos Gt 
1 
Then Equation (201) becomes 
1 







THE RELATIONSHIP BET-;/,JEEN THE POWER FACTOR 
AND THE MOTOR CONSTANTS 
Equation (204) gives exact results for the power 
factor; however, the operation is some-v.rhat tedious. If 
Equation (204) is expanded in terms of the currents, volt-
ages, and impedances involved, one can readily see several 
approximations that can safely be made, such as 
1 





cos G (206) 
cos G = -Vl + 
1 ··-~--=.r=·=-·-.._ 
( Uxl + Ux2 + Urn.) 2 
( 20'7 ) 
Equation (205) gives results that are too high by about 
0.2 per cent to 0.3 per cent in a good motor. Equation (206) 
gives closer results~ and Equation (20'7) gives results that 
are too low by about 0.5 per cent to 1 per cent. 
It will be remembered that uxl and ux2 of Equation (20'7) 
rely on the total stator and rotor currents, respectively. 
These currents vary with the load on the motor. At full load 
uxl and ux2 would be determined from the respective full-load 
currents. In Equation (1$8), an expression is given for Xe 
which refers to the full-load torque current. Since the torque 
current is slightly less than the total primary or secondary 
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current, the substitution of Xe of Equation (168) for 
Uxl + Ux2 in Equation (207) will give a larger value of 
full-load power factor which will a little more than neu-
tralize the error due to the approximation of Equation 
(207)0 An expression for the full-load value of um is 
given in Equation (72). One can then write a very close 
appro::dmation to the fa.11-load power factor as 
1 
cos Q = ~l + (bm + xe)2 (208) 
The expressions for bm and :i~e use full-load torque 
current as a base in determining the per-unit values. These 
same expressions will apply in Equation (208) not only for 
full load, but for any load if the torque current is altered 
accordingly. To avoid confusion between a torque current 
varying with load and full-load torque current, bm and Xe 
will be used to denote full-load.values and um and ux to 
denote values changing with load. A general power-factor 
expression for any load is then 
(209) 
where Um and Ux are given by Equations (72) and (168), respec-
tively, with the torque current, IT or qT~ varying in accord-
ance with the load on the motor and symbolized by L:fi and qrfi. 
Inspection of Equation ( 209) shows the povver factor is 
inversely related to Um+ Ux• An expression for Um + ux 
can be obtained by adding Equations (72) and (168), giving 









Equation (210) can be written as 
+ 2 6 • 7 qrf A ~-.. n D + 
kw Bg b Sp6 p 
(' ' ·:trr 11' 










Equation (212) contains many interesting relations. Any 
change in the design values vvhich causes a net decrease of 
the right-hand side of Equation (212) will increase the oper-
ating power factor of the motor. There is evidently a partic-
ular value for many of the components which will make Um+ ux 
a minimum and, hence, the operating power factor a maximum. 
The variation of ux + um vvith the length of the air gap is 
of special interest. 
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Assuming all the quantities involved in Equation (212) 
remain constant as the air gap is changed, the best value 
of air-gap length will be when 
or 




Generally, the value of air-gap length indicated by 
Equation (214) is lower than the mechanical limitations will 
allo'\/1 ; however, this is not always true. The following 
examples will point out the importance of selecting the right 
air-gap length. 
EJCAMPLES 
Equations (212) and (214) permit one to investigate the 
effect of the air gap on the power factor. ~or the example 
of Chapter V, 
p c:: 8 kw 0.885 ksp - 0.85 ::. -
D = 17.8 K1 = 0.54 kzp - 0.82 -
L = 6.9 K2 - 0.9 w 3 -· = 
Bg = 25,000 K = 0.83 A = 0.14 .m 
s p = 12 kcp - 0.68 M = 1.507 -
q' - approximately 700 at full load T -
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Figure 39 shovv-s -the variation of the full-load power 
factor and (um+ ux) as a function of air-gap lengtho The 
components are numbered to correspond to the terms of 
Equation (212)0 The fifth term in Equation (212) is equal 
to zero since this is a squirrel-cage induction motoro In 
practice, terms 3 will not increase as rapidly for small air 
gaps, as indicated. Tooth saturation will limit the rate of 
increaseo However, the curves do indicate general trends. 
Figure 39 illustrates a very important relation. An 
air-gap length larger than the best value has less effect on 
the operating power factor than does an air gap smaller than 
the best valueo One could not build this machine with the 
indicated best value of air-gap length of 0.0095 inch; me-
chanical considerations dictate ·that the air-gap length must 
be about 0.033 inch. The importance of the air gap can be 
seen from the fact that a change from 0.035 to 0.030 inch9 
only 5 mils v changes the full-·load povver factor by 1 per cent. 
If Equation (211) is substituted into Equation (214)9 
one obtains 
t= ::C1 Kz km 
0.116 
(26.7 A kz,E 




Observing Equations ( 214) and ( 215) D one can readily see 
that with high power frequencies and a large number of poles 
the best value of air-gap length is probably below the me-
chanical limit, but with low power frequencies or a small 
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Figure 39. Variat ion of power factor with air- gap length 
for a sample motor . 
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length of the air gap may give results belovr the best value, 
which would certainly be detrimental to the motor's perform-
ance. F?r example, consider a three-phase squirrel-cage 
induction motor having partially closed slots and the follow-
ing constants: 
K1 = 0.95 kzp = 1 
K" = 0.9 ,.., Bg = 185,000 
A·= 0.48 f = 25 
kw = 1 V = 50 
km = 1 Sp= g 
q1 = approximately 600 at full load 
Using Equation (215), one finds that the best value of 
air-gap length for this load is 
r _ ·d_(0.95) (0,9) r(26.7f {0.4§_)_]·1 600 5205 - 0.052 i·"' ..Ch 0 - V 0.116 .~. e1 25,000 ~ 
This value of air-gap length is over twice th~t dictated 
by mechanical consideratlons; if the machine were a wound-
rotor induction motor the empirical formulas would give re-
sults about three times the best value. It is true that 
this is an extreme example but never·thel ess it is a case 
that could be encounter•ed in prac t :tee. The . lower re g:to'ns of 
Figure 39 show clearl~r what the effect would be if one in-
sisted on using the empirical formulas. 
Equations (214) and (215) J.nd.ioate that the best value 
of air gap is proportional to the t:J.mpere-oonductors per inch 
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due to the torque current. One must be extremely cautj_ou.s 
in selecting the air-gap length in machines having a combi-
nation of (1) high values of ampere-conductors due to the 
torq_ue current and (2} low frequencies or a small number of 
poles. Extensive tests and studies have been conducted 
since 1942 on the use of silicone insulation in electrical 
machinery; a thorough engineering and economic evaluation 
has yet to be achieved. An indication of the potential value 
of silicone resins used in conjunction with fiberglass and 
mica is given by the recommended hot-spot temperature of 180°0 
which has been approved by the American Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers for a period of trial useo Hence, use of sili-
cone resins will result in a high value for the best air-gap 
length. However, high values of ampere-conductors per inch 
due to the torque current will result in increased noise, 
but n1any of the applications of motors using silicone resins 
place little, if' any, limitations on noise. With these ma-
terials, the best value of air-gap length as given by Equation 
(20?) must be given due consideration. 
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CHAP'rER VI II 
SUMlV[ARY AND OONOLUSI ONS 
The first step in designing a polyphase induction 
motor is to evaluate the product D2L by using what is known 
as the D2L or output equationo The D2L product is consid-
ered to be a constant; this is based upon the supposition 
t,hat the flux density and the number of ampere-conductors 
per inch of periphery are independent of the diameter of 
the rotoro While it might be advantageous to change these 
quantities slightly as the diameter of the rotor is changed, 
the assumption is nearly exact. 
The next step in the design is to separate the product 
n2L into its two componentso It is obvious that the motor 
may be built with a large core diameter and short core length 
or with great length and small diameter, vvith either combi-
nation satisfying the D2L equation. The selection of the 
most appropriate d.imensions is of great importance. 
One of the procedures used at the present time for 
separating the components is to assu.me different values of 
D and Land work out the performance for each set of values 
and then l)ick out the set that gives gootl performance at 
reasonable cost. .Another p rocedu.re is ·to rely on judgement 
ancl past experience from which e.m1)irical relations can be .. 
obtained and used in selecting the d~nensions of the motor. 
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In this thesis, a method of separating the components 
of the D2L eauation is derived which is based on a minimum 
"" 
leakage coefficient. rrhe value of leJ:Jgth for minimum leak-
age coefficient is given in Equation (181), Chapter V. The 
corresponding value of core dia.meter can be found from the 
D2L equation. The leakage coefficient will be at a minimum 
when the total slot le.,:J.kage reactance is equal to the total 
coil-end leakage reactance. VtThy has this derivation been 
successful -vvhile others that have tried ap11arently failed? 
Perhaps the use of per-unit values has been the greatest 
contributing factor. Vilhen the parameters of an induction 
motor, such as impedances, voltage drops, and losses, are 
expressed in ohrrH3 a vol ts, and ·watts, they 13.pply only to a 
specific motor having fixed speed~ fixed output, fixed volt-
age, and all other quantities fixed. It is possible to ex-
press the parameters so that they become general, that is, 
applicable to a wide range of induotion motors differing in 
such things as size, speed, and voltage. The quantities so 
expressed are then referred to as resistances, reactances, 
voltage drops, and so on, on a per-unit basis. 
The author can cite two other attempts that have been 
made in trying to determine a relation for separating the 
components o.f the D2L equation through use of the leakage 
coefficient. Neither of these is of much value. Baileyl 
laenjamin F. Bailey, The Induction Motor (New York, 1911), 
Pil. 131-133. 
derived a relationship for separating the components which 




C = a constant for a given set of dimensions 
~ - depth of the air gap 
1' - pole lJi tch 
A glance at Equation (171) will show that one cetn si:i:y 
Bailey's attempt ·was fruitless. Another attempt has been 
made by Vickers.2 His result was that the core diameter 
should be related to the length by 
D = lo35 JJ D (217) 
This result is of little valueo It is easy to show that for 
a given number of poles~ D and VL do not bear a constant re-
lation as indicated. 
The leakage coefficient is a term that should be used 
more widely in referring to induction motors. It gives com-
plete information in regard to power factor and overload 
capacity .. A reasonably good motor has a magnetizing current 
not exceeding 1/3 of the full-load current and an ideal 
short-circuit current of not less than 6 times full-load 
currento This corresponds to a leakage coefficient of Oe06 
or less p and the motor will have approximately the follov.ring 
2Herbert Vickers, The Induction Motor (Londonp 1925), 
pp .. 218-2240 
minimum values: a full-load power factor of 90 per cent, 
a starting torque of about 1.5 times full-load torque, a 
maximum torque of 2.7 times full-load torque, and a maximum 
output of about t3o r.3 times full load. This shows the import-
ance of the leakage coefficient. One can see how various 
factors affect the leakage coefficient by referring to Equation 
(179). 
A motor must be produced at a reasonable cost. Chapter 
VI is devoted to a general study of costs. It is not intend-
ed to be an exact treatment. Equation (187) gives a quick 
estimate as to how to separate the components of the D2L equa-
tion for minimum cost, and Equation (182) provides an easy 
general method of determining how costs vary with the main 
dimensions. This is illustrated in Figure 36. This analysis 
m1:.\Y not apply for radical changes in motor const~i.nts. 
The author has made an intensive search of the literature 
on the subject of the ~dr gap ~:md hov,, to determine the radial 
length of the g1:1p. Nowhere r:ias he found thi:'l.t anyone rru,.kes a 
sti::rtement or indicates thE:lt !;:1. s.mall r:d.r gap may hi:rve a detri-
mental effect on the power factor. Equation (214), Figure 39, 
and the examples r:1:t the end of Chapter VII shovv that it can 
happen.. Equa.t ions ( 212) ,!::1nd ( 209) can be used to e:x:a1nine how 
the many factors involved affect the power fao·tor at any lo!:1d. 
In conclusion, the components of the n2L equation can 
be separated on a sound engineering basis, eliminating the 
need of relying on judgement and cut-and-try processes. In 
addition, a general consideration of costs and how they are 
affected by D and L can be :made. The air gap which has 
heretofore been based on mechanical clearances only may, in 
some cases, need to be examined to see that it is not small-
er than the optimum value for the particular design. 
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